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CHAPTER—!

IJM?JRJUULPJL1 JV1

"Develop or perish" is the slogan that aptly 

summarises the economic endeavours of any community as 

well as the countries of the world — in the past, at 

present and in future# Economic development is essen

tially concerned with an economy in which people make 

a living#

English people showed only step-motherly 

attitude towards India during their regime. Only very 

few communities received their attention. Tribals were 

totally ignored. Only since the dawn of independence 

ceaseless efforts are being made by both Central and 

State Governments to merge the tribals in the mainstream 

of economic prosperity. Several Development Programmes 

are being launched in this regard. Above all the real 

Idrowlodge regarding their economic position is very 

important because it renders all the feature plans to 

be affective.

The tribes of Andhra Pradesh can be broadly 

classified on the basis of their traditional occupations 

into four categories vi».t (1) Pood gatherers (2) Pasto

rals (3) Agriculturists and (4) Traders. The Ohenchus of 
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TTallomalai forests and Anarabad plateau still eke out 

their livelihood by collecting honey and other edible 

forest food and by hunting wild game while their counter

parts namely Ycnadis mainly subsist on snake and rodent 

catching and fishing. The Banduras and Gouds are tradi

tional cattle breeders. Agriculture of one type or the 

other is the main source of livelihood for most of the 

tribals of Andhra Pradesh. While Savaras are expert 

Terrace cultivators, the Samanthas of Vizag and Srika- 

kulam agencies and Hill Rcddis of Godavari gorges ere 

shifting cultivators. Gonds, Koyas and Bhagatas ore 

settled agriculturists. Volmikis are petty traders.

Since the dawn of Independance, the tribal 

areas have witnessed changes on an unprecedented scale 

in various spheres of life. Consequently, there are 

significant changes in the occupational structure and 

attitudes of tribals towards their traditional occupa

tions. It is therefore necessary to take stock of pre

vailing occupational situation of tribes of Andhra 

Pradesh so as to fix up development priorities and b 

evolve out table schemes for each tribe of the State. 

It is with this aim, a study of Economic Classification 

and Development priorities is undertaken.

This monograph pertains to such study among 

Konda Reddle of Godavari gorges who had changed their 

occupation from shifting cultivation to settled culti

vation in recent times.
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The main objectives of this study are

1) To study the changing pattern of occupa

tional structure vis-a-vis the traditional occupations 

of Ronda Reddis.

2) To identify the factors of change •

5) To assess the attitudes, aspirations and. 

preferences for various occupations*

4) Tc fix up development priorities on the 

basis of the findings and suggest suitable programmes 

of development.

Basing on concentration and nature of occupation, 

Polavaram T.b.Block has been selected and by purposive 

sampling methods, three villages and a hamlet via., 

Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanalakunta have been 

selected and 100 households from Konda Reddy tribe were 

studied* tools used in this attempt were observation, 

interview and canvassing of schedules.

Boor to dear study of every aspect of Konda 

Reddy tribe has boon undertaken with a view to highlight 

the problems of the present study* Whatever conclusions 

drawn are only based en empirical study.

~>o0oi •W*



CHAPTER—II

HABITAT OF KONDA REDDIS

The habitat^ of the Reddis io the section of the 

Eastern Ghats which, laying approximately between 17°-15’ 

and 18°-00’ northern latitude and 81o-10’ and 82°-00t eastern 

longitude, stretches from the confluence of the Machkund and 

Goperu Rivers Sourthwards across the great Godavri gorges to 

the fringe of the doltatic plain between the Godavari and 

Krishna Rivers. This tract is divided between the then 

ITisam^’s Dominions and the East Godavari Agency. Thus the 

Reddis share with :nany of India’s aboriginal tribes the 

fate of falling under several different administrations. 

The Reddis are eooontially a hilljL people and their home is 

the high valleys of the main ranges, the slopes and spurs 

of foot-hills, and the narrow gorges of the Godavari, while 

Koyas and Don-tribals occupy tho surrounding plains and are 

gradually filtering into the border valleys where land is 

suitable for plough cultivation.

The Eastern Ghats run in several chains of 

densely wooded hills from north-east to south-west. South 

of the Godavari tho main range, which is Imown as the 

Papikonda Range, reaches heights of nearly 2,500 feet, but 
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in the north, where the mountains are on average higher* 

peaks such as Katramraj Konda and Pedda Konda exceed 4*000 

ft At. The Godavari* the most important river of the Reddi 

country, cuts almost at right angles through the Eastern 

Ghats. Hoot of the Reddi country is watered by mountain 

streams. In some area, such as the hills to the north, 

these streams are numerous and perennial, and here even the 

highest valleys afe inhabitable, but in the hills flanking 

the Godavari water is scarce and large tracts are very 

sparsely peopled.

DIVISIONSt The main body of the Reddi tribe is found in 

the Nugur, Bhadrachalm, Yellandu, Kothagudem, Burganpadu, 

¥ellavara» in Khamnam District, Polavaram Taluk in West 

Godavari District, Rampachodavaram and Yollavaram Taluks of 

East Godavari District. But on the border of the Agency 

the Reddis overflow into the Visakhapatnam District and the 

Malkanaglri Taluk. By their geographical and cultural 

homogeneity, it will be convenient to divide the Reddi 

country into 3 regions . The important physical feature 

of the Southern part of the Roddi country is the Godavari 

and this exorcises a profound influence on those living on 

its banks and in the hills on both sides of the reverain 

tract. Therefore, it will be convenient to speak of a 

Godavari Region, which embraces the villages on the river

bank as well as those in the immediate hinterland to the 

north and those in the whole of the hilly country south of 

the Godavari, therein included are all the Reddis of 

Andhra Pradesh.
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Katkur, the first Redd! village on the right 

bank, is at a distance of 15 miles downstream from Kunavaran 

at a the confluence of the Godavari and Sabori Rivers. 

Opposite to Katkur, lies Kaltanuru and Jiddaguppa and at 

sone distance Kotarugonmu. Pron here on the dark wooded 

Mils are chequered with the bright freen or yellow of Podu- 

fields and patches of young secondary jungle growing on 

slopes that have been cultivated. But level plough-land is 

confined to a few pockets of alluvial soil at the mouth of 

side-valleys. Returning to the Hyderabad bank and passing 

Tekur and Kasoram, wo come to Koinda, a alarge village with 

a mfced Reddi and Koya population, and 3 miles further 

downstream to felcpalli, opposite wMch lies Pochavaran.

Here the hills begin to close in and Kakishnur, the next 

village, and Tunileru on the opposite bank. Purantapalli, 

since the abandoment of Jidugumna the last village within 

the boundary of the then Hyderabad State, is situated in 

the most eastern crorner of the Dominions. 2 miles further 

downstream at the mouth of the Pamuloru, we find the village 

of Kolluru. Here 3 small settlements, Balanamedi, Telladi- 

bnla and Slrivata, cling precariously to the rocky slopes, 

but when the valley widens we find first the large village 

of Kondanodalu, whore good cultivable land has attracted 

many Hon-tribale settlers, and then several Reddi villages 

at intervals on either bank, until oft or 12 miles the hills 

recode and we arrive at Betipatnam and Polavaranu

The hills north of the Godavari between Kunavaram 

and the gorge, known aa the Rekapalli Hills,, are hardly 



inhabited and the only villagos are Pedda Konda and Somana- 

but in the hills to the South, there lives a consi

derable of Reddle on both sides of the eapitonda nonce.
then

Within the/Hisen’s Dominions we find foot-hill settlements 

like Hranotta and Chlntanreddipadu and in the lii&HanxUs 

villages like Gogulapudl, Modela, Juntapalli and Kutravada; 

in the Jolavaran Salute lie Mautogudom, Chintapalli, l!un- 

;ialuru and Daruvada.

The second region is the nountalntract bounded to 

the north-west by the plain of Ualkanagirl and to the east 

and south-east hy the Gudon Hills and the upper course of 

the Pamuloru riverj a line drawn from lutravada village on 

the Brauleru westwards to bakkavaram in the Bhadrachalm 

Taluk my be taken as its southern border, m these 

northern Ilillo, the Reddle live in numerous scattered and 

frequently shifted oottlemonto, often consisting of only 

one or two houses. Here it is that tho mountain-peaks 

reach heights of over 4,000 feet and perennial streams and 

rivulets flow through every valley. Vicrol from one of 

these peaks tho country appears at as an immense mass of 

wooded hills. The other aspect of the northern Hill's 

Region is tho Gurteilu-Sntatenta valley, whore the forest 

has been cleared to accomodate plough cultivation, and 

the few enclaves of land under permanent cultivation in 

places such as Dodlanka and Pullungi. In this region, the 

villages ore Oodulur, satavuda and pullangi in the South, 

Bodlanka and Kanivada further north, and Gurtedu and 

Putatota in the north-east.
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The third region comprises the lower hills and the 

broad valleys, which extend south-east of the Panuleru river 

and south of the Guden Hills, and fall gradually away into 

the Godavari valley below the gorges. On the fringe of these 

hills lies Ranpachodavaram. Here the Reddis are no longer 

the predominant population, for the potentialities of perma

nent cultivation afforded by the wide fertile valleys have 

attracted large numers of Koyas and plains cultivations, 

and these exert a considerable influence on the local Reddis. 

Apart from Rampachodavaram, there are numerous villages 

with mixed populations such as Peddageddada, Haredumilli, 

Guj ;iumamidivalasa and Bhimavara; the most northerly village 

is Kutravada on the Panuleru River.

In addition to the above 3 regions there are 
9 

several small groups of Reddis, isolated from the main 

body of the tribe by intervening plains population. Thus 

we find 2 Reddi villages vis., Reddigudem and Pusukunta in 

the block of hills some 18 miles south-west of Rudramkot, 

and 4 or 5 villages in the hill range near the boundary 

between Bhadracholam Taluk and Bas tor State, south-west of 

Konta.

PHYSICAL mURESi The basic geological formation of the 

Reddi country consists of Archaean gneisses and schists, 

while the lower Gondwana rock, found on both sides of the 

Godavari above the Ghats, is mainly restricted to the



lowlands. Pluvial alluvium lines the river for Ions stretches 

and within the gorge sone fills the snail pockets that are 

created by mountain streams flowing into the Godavari. Red 

ferruginous soil predominates, but there are also patches of 

heavy black soil. Graphite is found in smll quantitites both 

in Hyderabad and in the Chodavaram and Polavaram Taluks. 

Considerably the climate differs here. The hot season lasts 

from the beginning of March to the middle of J une, when the 

temperature in the Godavari Valley rises to The

rainy season lasts from June to September. During the South- 

west monsoon, the fell is about 30 to 40 inches. The average 

rainy fall for the month of October is 9n. The winter season 

lasts from November to February. The driest time of the 

year is from January to March.

Among the inhabitants of the adjoining plains 

of the Godavari Region and the Rampa country have the repu

tation of estrone unheal thiness, and this is mainly due to 

tho frequent occuronco of a malignant and dangerous type 

of Malaria. Tho unhealthy character of the Redd! country 

is probably one of the causes for itsbaokwardness and 

though malaria no longer represents tho danger which it 

did 50 years ago, tho Reddi country is still avoided by 

most outsiders.
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RDORA ANDJAUNA; The flora of the Reddi country regencies

' in some respects that of the Nallamalai Hills. In the Godavari 

Region, particularly on the lower hill-slopes lining the river, 

the forests are of a nixed deciduous type containing 

nAngelssus latef&lia0, which is the predominant spaces in 

many places* Good growth of teak is found on the Papikonda 

Range, and though the teak does not occur naturally in the 

hills of the Godavari. The palmyra palm, grows in large 

topes on the Godavari banks and in the lower valleys. On the 

lower hill-slopes and in the valleys timber is largely inters

persed with bamboos and these congtitue in many parts She 

main value of the forest and are extensively exploited. The 

most common spices in the Godavari region is ’’Dendro cal onus 

Strictus”, which thrives on bill slopes as well as on level g 

ground, and appears to favour abandoned hill-fields where it 

grows gregariously. It is the spoces most in demand on the 

Rajaiimundry market.

The flora of the Northern hills is of a. very 

different character. Groat shady trees, rambling creepers 

high growing grasses, a wealth of wild bananas, and spraying 

orchids and ferns clothe the upland valleys, and this 

luxuriant growth is probably due to the higher rainfall and 

the pregont impossibility exploitation owing to transport 

difficulties.



Further South, in the Godavari region and 

particularly South of tho Godavari, overgreen flora io 

restricted to such deep ravines with perennial streams 

as the valley leading from ^arantapalli to Ihxtravaaa. 

Here we find mango and ;jack-gruit trees as well as iattan 

and other palm species and in the cold weather the shady 

hill-slopes are covered with the blue flowers of 

<tBarleria strigosa”.

FAUNAs. The bison, which gives its name to the mountains 

enclosing the Godavari gorge, occurs on both sides of the 

river. Tigers, Panthers, Bears, Jackals and Wild dogs are 

numerous as well as sanbar, spotted deer, Nilgai, Jungle 

Sheep, Black Buck and Wild Pig, There is plenty of small 

game and monkeys are a continual menace to the crops • 

Water birds of many descriptions, storks, cranes, pelicans, 

herons, egrets, gulls and kind fishers are ubundent in the 

Godavari valley, and the forests are the home of peafowl, 

jungle-fowl, hornbills and a host of smaller birds, many 

brightly coloured and many sweet singers. Fish, both 

large and small, and prawns are to be caught in the Godavari

^he water-way of the Godavari by sailing* 

boats and Motor-launches was tho only vein of traffic that 

traversed tho t&en Roddi country. The Motor-launches have 
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competed vdth the sailing-boats. At the height of the dry 

season they are not always able to reach even Kunavaran and 

are forced to dock at ippuru. All the bamboo end timber cut 

in the hills flanking the river, as v/ell as great quantites 

from Bastar and Chanda, are floated dov/n to Rajahnundry tied 

into enormous rafts, and it is this eassy and cheap node of 

transport which renders the exploitation of forests in the 

Godavari Region extremely profitable. To the Reddis of the 

River-bank too the Godavari serves as an easy means of 

communication, and in their light dug-outs they paddle spee

dily from one village to another. On the other hand, the 

roads are non-existing in the Godavari region, except for 

one short metalled road on the left bank connecting Ippuru 

with Kunav&ram, with a feeder stretching northwards to 

Chinturu. Bvon cart-tracks are scarce. The remaining villages 

can be reached only by foot-paths. There is no cart-track 

on the opposite side of the Godavari, and in the gorge sone 

there are not even foot-naths along the banks. Very similar 

are the conditions in the hills of the Polavaraia Taluk. The 

then Rampa country has fax’ bettor cornunicationc than any 

other part of the Reddi country. In the broad valleys cart- 

tracks are numerous and a motor-road with a daily bus service 

links Chodavaram with Rajahnundry, Kakinada and Bevlpatnam.

q Thus the scarcity of has no doubt retarded 

development in the Reddi country and is responsible for the 

backwardness of the people? but it is above one of the main 

factors that have led to the preservation of their tribal 

individuality and their traditional mode of lifer
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™trp BACKGROUIJDOPWgST GODAVARI DISTRICT AND 
“* jPOLAVARAH block

By its very name one can understand that the West 

Godavari District is lying on the Western side of the river 

Godavari. West Godavari district is earned out of old 

Krishna district in 1925. The total geographical area of 

the district is 3009.3 Sq.miles, Sf which 491*30 Sq.miles 

/ constitute agency portion. There are eight taluks in the

district with total population of 19,78,257 as per 1961 

Census. Blum is the headquarters of the district. The 

entire district is conveniently divided into throe revenue 

divisions. They are Eluru, Kowur and Narasapur.

Polavaram, the agency taluk, as well as the 

T.D.Block are situated on the Western bank of River Godavari. 

The T,D.Block, rolavaram came into existence on tho eve of 

delimitation of former C.D.Block, Koyyalagudom on 1.4.1959 

and was declared as T.D.Block on 1.4.1964. This block is 

circumfencod by Rivor Godavari on the cast, Buttayugudem 

Block cn the West and North and Koyyalaguden Block on the 

south. Tho total geographical area of the Block is 202 Sq. 

miles, mostly agency part. 40,358 hectares out of the 

total population of the Block us per 1961 census is 29,119 

persons. Schedule tribes, Schedule Castes and other consti

tute 14,315| 2,206 and 12,598 respectively.

The entire region of the Block can be divided 

into two distrint physical divisions vfg., hilly tract which 

is transferee# by eastern ghats broken by Paplkonda range 



of hills and the other- is larger plains . Hill after hill 

hiled up together and interuptod by small plains is gronlnant 

feature of hilly tract. Peaks and ravines, hillocks and 

hallow and undulated plains render the whole regime uneven. 

Rivulets, streams end springs can be seen flowing gently 

here and there in hilly region. Large plains viiicli form 

the second part of the division is best suited for cultiva

tion.

The great and holy river Ck>davari flowing on 

the eastern side of the Block and attracts all the streams 

of the hill tract is a sense of drinking and irrigation to 

the riverside villages of the block. It is navigable through

out the year except during floods. The Byneru and Yorra- 

tolava are the streams which are of some-help for minor 

Irrigation in the block.

Climate is not uniform throughout the district. 

It is of extreme kind particularly in the hilly tract i.o. 

severe hot summers and very cold winters. Boiavoran block 

mostly registers thio typo of dlimate. The climate in 

plains vdll be normal. normally t the onset of monsoons 

will bo earlier in the agency than in plains. The rain 

fall is heavy in tho forest and clad hills. The rigour 

of cold weather will bo extreme in the hill tracts of 

Polavaram Block. But the altitude, dense and thick forests 

and luxurant vegitatlon will not allow severity of summer 

to exceed normal.
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South Lest and North East monsoons cause rains 

to Loner Godavari division from early June and Biddle of 

November. The hi^iost peaks and forest clad hills in Pola- 

varam block are the natural hosts of monsoons • In Polavaram 

block, rainfall will be heavy in the early and nidnonsoors 

and scanty at the end of the season• An observation of the 

rain fall data since 1958 till 1967, number of rair4y days 

are at an increase end rainfall in 1967 was 1693,22 n.m 

compared to 491*40 in 1958 with an average rainfall of 

934*46 m.m per year and 76.6 average rainy days*

From tho point of variation in elevation, soil and 

rainfall, the forests of Polavaram Block may be classified 

into three distinct types s (1) Bamboo (3) Timber and (5) Fuel 

forests* The type of forest is dry nixed deciduous of south 

Indian type with dense spares growth* Teak is common in 

Lankas (sandy soils) and Ravi.gudem valley.

Thick forests, forest clad hills, perennial 

streams and springs provide more conducive atmosphere for 

wild animals. Bathers, boars, wild pigs, Kanusu deoi?, wild 

goats, wild buff does and Jackies are found in the forests. 

Large numbers of poisloness and non-poisioness snakes are 

commonly found in these regions. Tho most common birds 

found in this region are peacock, pigeon, Jungle fov&o, 

red-spur fowl, dove and crane.

Gneiss and Schists form the underlying rocks in 

all tho hill reserves of the Block. Ohintalapudi sand stone, 

Rajahmundry sand stone, the granet graphite and the granite
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siliveranite quartsite are the common minerals found in the 

Polavaram Block. Very low quantity of greenish grey mus- 

cuvite mica is also seen near Bothappaguden. But the quality 

is also not encouraging.

With regards to people* there are number of castes 

and tribes residing in the Block. Koya, Konda Reddy* ITaik, 

Sugali* Yanadi and Yerukula are the tribal groups* the 

former being prominant and also dominant tribe. Brahmin* 

K&ranam* Viswabraiimin* Kamme, Adi*Andhra etc. are the non* 

tribal communities residing in the Block.

transport and comuni cation facilities are 

adequate in the plains of the block. Buses ply regularly 

between Polavaram and Bluru* tho district headquarters* 

Polavaram and Kowur, the revenue and railway centre stop 

and between Bolavaram and Tadepalligudem* the business 

centre.

Postal facilities are being provided even into 

remote villages of the Block*

River Godavari is very much useful which is main 

source of navigation to tho river side villages of the 

block. Express and passenger launches ply between Rajah- 

mundry and Bhadrachalom stop at almost all river side 

villages# Host of tho interior villagos are connected with 

earthen roads* but there are some villages even without 

such*
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HEgW BACKGROUND pp TUB VILLAGES STUDIED*

All the villacjeg of the Block have been divided 

into Ten (10) V.L.W. circles for purpose of administration. 

Polavararny Kondrukota. Kortur. Pragadapalli, L.N.D.Peta. 

Rajanagaram. K.R.Puran, P.R.CrUdem. Atchipalem and Niznraala- 

gudem ere the V.E.U. circles of the Block. Tekuru and 

Chocduru in Kortur circle. Tutigunta in Kondrukota circle 

and Tanalalamta in Pragadapelli circle have been selected 

for study. A brief dccription of each selected village 

is given below: 
♦

Tutigunta lies on the Westran side of the River 
of 

Godavari. It’s total geographical area comprises//1.51 Sq. 

miles. The min types of soils found in this village are 

Black cotton. Rod and Rocky. On the southern side of Tuti- 

gunta village, another village by name Odapilli is situated. 

Gaddapilli Konda is the boundary on the west and to its 

north is Tekur village. Tutigunta is Banchayat by itself. 

The distance from Polavarani to Tutigunta village is 16 Bis 

by launch.

Tekur and Choeduru which ore in the Korutixr(VtW) 

cix'cle. are at a distance of 4 and 5 too respectively from 

Tutigunta to its north. They are also situated on the 

westren bank of Rivor Godavari. The total geographical area 
is

of Tekur village/0.31 Sq.miles while it is 0.67 studies 

In the oauo of Choeduru. The natural -boundaries of Tekur 
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village are Tutigunta village on the southern side, 

Malakonda (Mill) on tho west and Cheeduru on the north* 

Bevaratonda on the west, Tekur on the South and Veloga** 

konda on the Worth are the natural boundaries of Checduru 

village. Main forms of soils found in these villages are 

loamy and Black cotton. They are affiliated to Korutum 

Fanchayat,

Tanalakunta, a hamlet of Vinjran village is at 

a distance of 8 Kns from Polavarnn with total geographical 

area of 0.21 Sq.miles. It is circunfrenced by hills on 

the r/estren and ITorthren sides and Vinjram village on the 

east and Gun.iavaram village on the south. The unique! 

feature of Tanalakunta hamlet is that all the residents 

of it belong to Honda Reddy Tribe. Black cotton, Re 2$ 

Roclcy, light and heavy soils are common types found there. 

It is connected to polavaram by carthren road.

POmATIOM AIM) OCCW^xOHAL PATTEIUh There are 55? 

households in four villages of Polavarau Block out of 

which 420 households as uro tribals, 41 households are 

Schedule Castes and remaining 90 belong to other castes. 

Family is the basic unit of the tribal society with patri- 

local x»esldence end authority. The predominant feature 

ef^family organisation in the tribal society is nuclear 

famUy_.Qr simple family. Extended families are also found 

in tribal societies. The population particulars are 

rpv<^fitel (v^lage*rd0e) in the following page.
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•=• TABLE 50.1 S>

70 TOATT.-R PAR2ICU1ARS(S ELECTEE POUR VILLAGES)
-X-X-X-X-X-S~”-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-Z-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-x-x-x-x-x-x-
31. wn«M _ SCIIBBUIE CRISES __ SCHEDULE CASTES OTHERSRo. jiliage Ho7orjo7oF-oegson5 ~£ITo?aey no7o?~no7o?~por5ons----- legacy noZoFkoToTiiorZ^EneracJt

H.HB. ll. 1C17^ Hi. Illi. n.HB HZFZ f7* Ei. fill. H.Hs. SOZ1S ' ----FTTTK 517 m

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20’

T» Tutigunta 185 306 312 618 36 532 23 36 33 69 7 62 35 76 77 153 63 90

2< Tekur 37 66 53 124 26 98 14 31 30 61 3 58 16 31 24 55 41 14

?♦ Cheeduru
/

34 77 78 155 19 136 3 3 5 8 1 7 17 24 20 44 6 38

4, Tanalakunta 226 463 502 965 94 871 2 5 2 7 1 6 22 39 35 74 48 26
(H&alet of 

i Vin^ran 
j village,) 

•
Total: 420 912 950 1862 175 1687 47 75 70 145 12 133 90 170 156 326 158 168

-X-X-X-X-T-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X*X*X^*K*®>X-*5 -x-*x-x*x•X-X-X-2c*x*x ’X*X*•x*x-•x-x*

Sourcet- WD. 7s of respective villages.
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Mteracy rate is very lor; both in the case of 

tribes and schedule castes* It is only 11$ and 9$ respec

tively in all the four villages combined*

Che main occupation persued by most of the Konda 

Reddis settled cultivation supported by agricultural and 

forest labour because most of the land they cultivate is 

dry and do not yield sufficient income* Schedule caste 

people are mostly either agricultural or non agri cultural 

labour. They normally do not posses any land* Others who 

mdlnly comprise of migrated plains peiple lease-in lands 

for the purpose of raising commercial crops lihe tobacco etc.

Among the occupational groups, owner cultivators 

and landless labourers are almost o^nctly in the name pro

portion out of total number of households l.e* 46$ and 

49$ respectively in the four villages. The tenants and

v rent receivers form a very low percentage l.e. only 5$.

Shore are about && owner cultivators in Chocduru 

while only 35$ in Tutlgunta village. In Tutigunte village, 

mostly, they lease out their land and will he hiring out 

their labour. In Tanalahunta village people mostly do not 

possess land of their own and they will bo engaged in 

labour works. In Tekur village 46$ are owner cultivators 

and as many as 21$ are tenants who are mostly plains.

In almost all villages there are considerable 

proportions which are mainly rent receivers# Out of their 

financial inability to cultivate their own lands, they lease 

out most proportions of their land for very meagre rates 
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ranging fron 50 to 150 rupees £er acre per year. Tutlgunta 

village as registered high percentage of leasedout land.

Out of 265 landless labour in the four villages 700 

of the households are engaged in agricultirral labour works, 

250 in forest labour works and only 50 in non-agricultu2?al 

works like constructions etc. Only in Cheeduru village 

400 of the households arc forest labourers and remaining 

are agricultural labourers.

Casual labour in agriculture is predominant in 

every village who form 67% of total agricultural labour 

house holds in all the four village. In Cheeduru, all the 

agricultural labourers work cn casual basis f only. ?hey 

are not either attached on bonded. Only in Vinjram village 

to which 1’analalnxnta hamlet is affiliated, there are about 

200 hounded labour households among total agricultural 

labour households. On the average there are 190 bonded 

labour and 140 attached labour households. Attacked labour 

in all the villages are mainly attached to plain people.

Among the landless non^agriculturel labour 

households, 900 in almost all villagesform forest labour 

while the remaining in construction and development works.

All the ahwo details are presented in. the 

tabular form in next. page.
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TMrr,E HO.2
OOCKPACIOnAI, GROUPS

5/ Village 
11 w ♦

No. of___________ __________ 2SSS£ATIOgS__________________
Owner Tenants Rent Re- Landless Landless Agri-
culti- ceivers labourers culture labou-
vators ____ rers • ________
!T7fnT7?^O^~O^n7r*n7r’K7r 3asu5I-I^^~Bon3e3 

ched
igr"'in? IB 1 Iff" MH ’ 'HP

Landless Non-Agri- 
oultural labourers

Laocur In
Development Forest
works._________ labouro o o o

1 2 * ' ~3~ * ~4~ *5* 6 " 7 8 9 10 11 12 15 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 ~21 "

H.H = Ro.of Households

1. Tutigunta 186 65 78 18 23 16 20 103 320 55 136 6 9 14 16 1 2 27 67

2. Tekte 67 29 64 14 14 18 10 38 76 18 46 8 18 2 4 • • • • 10 25

3. cheeduru 54 32 45 8 8 12 1» 22 48 8 23 14 34

4. Sanala^untaoqn 
(Vinjaran) 140 277 8 19 13 13 102 290 »6 W 23 21 22 22 7 72 1B 35

Total: 557 266 464 48 59 67 265 714 129 265 27 48 37 49 8 14 64 161

H.P = Ho. of Persons.
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Coming to the spread of artisans, in all the four 

villages, there are carpenters, basket weavers and petty 

traders who assist the villages in their occupational and 

domestic needs. Black smiths are not found in any of the 

villages. Basket weavery is predominant in Tutigunta 

village who supply mostly to all the adjoining villages. 

There are no industries or training centres either small 

scale or cottage in any of the four villages.

CTO. OP CULTIVATE LAND:

The following table represents the area under 

various types of cultivated land and the number of house 

holds engaged. ~TABT^ NO. 3 
_____________ - TWS 0F.CHLIIIAIEJ41® e w______________ -

1

I— —i — Ri — —1.1 ■

Area

2

» «■»
No. of 
H.Hs.

3

Area I

4

To. of* 
H.HS

5

JErea

6

No. of
H.HS.

7

Tutlfcunta 88.35 46 593.49 62 58.00 41

Tekur
(16.3%)

• • ••
(72.8%)
829.00 89

(10.9%) 
6.00 3

Cheeduru • • ♦ •
(97.5%) 
108.00 33

(2.5%) 
5.00 5

Tanalakunta • ♦ * •
(95.6%)q
586.00 87

(4.4%)
JO .00 11

(Vtndaxam)

Total: ,88.35 46

(95.00%)

1316.49 208

(5.0%)

99.00 58(6.5%) (87.5%) (6.0%)



In all the four villages 93.5^ of the total culti

vated land, is rain fed# Only 16.3$ of the total cultivated 

area in Tutlgunta village, there are natural irrigation 

facilities# Host nf part of the cultivated land is dry In 

all the village which is more than 95$. except in Tutlgunta 

(72.8$) where on Podu cultivation is still existant. Though 

it is legally banned, it is still continuing there(10*9$) • 

Podu cultivation covers only 5$, 2*5$ and 4*4$ in Tanala** 

kunta, Tekur and Oheeduru respectively of the total cultiva

ted land. The rate of assessment ranges from 1.75A to 

Rs.2.50/- in case of dry and 0.85 paise to 1.50/- in case 

of Podu per acre.

The main irrigation facilities existing in these 

villages are oil engines which are used only by the plains 

who have migrated for the purpose of leasing in lands for 

cultivation. The tribals or any native castes are prac

tically unware of getting them. Only .tn recent years, they 

are being guided by tho Block people.

Data relating to various crops grown in thtse 

four villages are presented in the following page.
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TABLE ITO >4

VARIOUS CROPS GROWN 
fitARH? & RABI-

— 1970-71.
O— O—O—O—O—0-0—0 —0*0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—

Uarse of the Crop EXTENT
^Tutigunte n n „ n ^injran awTeln.tr___ ...

- Kharif Rabi Kharif Rabi Kharif Rabi Kharif Rabi

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
—(^—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O-C—G—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

1. <Towar 51 22 95 58 34 14 41 23
2* Paddy 45 159 • • 45 4 18 12
3. Bajra 4 2 • • . • ♦ ♦ 12 1
4. Baize 1 • • • • • • . • • • • • • •
5. Sanai 4 ♦ • 6 • • 7 ♦ ♦ ♦ • • •
5. Korra 14 • . 1 • • 6 • • 7 • •
7. norsegran • * 22 ♦ ♦ 84 27 • • 9
8. Green gram ♦ • <3 • • • • • • • * . • 2
9. Black gran 20 • • 1 • • •. • • 4
10. Chillies . ♦ 45 • ♦ 32 • • 22 6 16
11. Tobacco • • 258 * • 150 90 •« 17
12. Vegetables 2 •. 14 . • •. . . • • • .
15. Gingelly 12 • . 86 •« 8 1 • . 13 <• : • •
14. Other pulses . • 12 « . 8 • • 15 • . 5
15. Red gran ♦ . 10 10 • • • • • • • • . .

Groundnut • • 1 • • • • 2( • •
17. Corriandum . • •» • • • • • • 5 . • • •

Totalt 143 432 374 332 100 205 9f 89
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—♦0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
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The major food crops grown in these village are 

yowar, Paddy and Korra which comes to 30%, 22% and 4% respec

tively in all the villages together out of the total cropped 

area in 1970-71 kharif season. Gingelly is commonly grown 

in all the villages in Kharif season as a second crop after 

food crops have been harvested • But that is only on snail 

proportion ranging between 10 to 25% of the cropped area 

because most parts of the soils of all these four villages 

are very conducive for gingelly because of low rain fall. 

During rainy season conducive coudercial crops like Tobacco, 

Chillies, Pulses are grown; the predominant being Tobacco. 

Nearly 70% of the area of all the four villages was under 

Tobacco, the maximum upto 90% of the cropped in Tutlgunta 

village during 1970*71 Ruby season. Pulses which include 

Horsegram, Groengnazh, Black gram, Red gram are grown in 

mixture mostly with Jowar during Rt&y. Horsegram is the 

common pulses grown in all the villages. It was grown on 

16% of the total cropped area in the Ruby season in 

1970*71, In all tho four villages combined.

10% to 25% of the cropped area in Ruby season 

is being, brought under chillies every year in all the four 

villages. 31% of the cropped area in Tekur is highest among 

the other villages under chillies during 1970*71 Ruby season

In 1970-71, Polavaram Block has equipped all these 

four villages with HYV of seeds like IR8 and Jaganadh etc. 

(Paddy varieties) G.2 (Chillies), Varginia (Tobacco) and
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fertilisers like urea, super phosphate and CAN and pesti

cides vis., Endrine and Parathion and also iron ploughs. 

But the failure of these methods is mainly due to financial 

instability of the residents to implement then,

Coox^exntive ins titbit ions > Tutigunta village has itw

ovm service cooperative society with tot^l members of 360 

out whom 214 are benifited during 1970-71. But the beuiflt 

given by the co-operatives are mostly being misused by the 

people and there is also D.R.Sales depot in vMch all the 

tribals ere members.- Tanalakunta hamlet is not having 

any co-operative institutions at all. Tekur and Cheodur 

are affiliated to Kortur service co-operatives. Agency 

produce co-operative marketing society (K.R.Puram)have 

members from the four villages ♦

With regard to other institutions there are 

Ashram Schools at Tutifcunta and Tekur and Veterinary Stopk- 

man centre at Tutigunta. There are no such institutions 

in other villages.

•»## 
#
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SOCIAL LIRE

The economic aspects of any society is primarily 

guided by tho social life of such. According to 1961 Census 

the total population of Ronda noddies is 39,333 mostly con

fined to tho either bank of Godavari in the hilly areas of 

East Godavari, West Godavari and Khartum Districts. They 

are also sparsely distributed in Visatehapatnam district and 

T/arangal district. Their settlements are mostly on hill 

slopes and jungle clearings. The settlements in the in

terior areas are small in sise exclusively inlxabitad by 

Reddis whereas in the neighbourhood of plain’s areas they 

live in settlements of mixed population with Koyas and 

Eon-tribals. The intra and inter relations of Konda 

Reddisxare fair.

Tho house typos of Konda Reddis vary from 

square to rectangular. built with mud walls and thatched 

roofs. Even in settlements of mixed population, they 

maintain group identity by constructing all their huts in 

one locality, a little away from the Koyas when they 
I 

consider inferior in social status. The mother tongue

of Kondo Roddin is Telugu, and they do not have a dialect 

of their own. They speak Telugu with, a peculiar accent.



The predominant physical features of Konda 

Hoddis are small and sturdy stature with shorten logs when 

compared to the length of the body. The skin colour various 

from a very light copper brown to dark chocolate, but 

medium brown with ruddy and sometimes yeHowfcll colour 

is also not with, A primitive type frequent in the tribe 

is characterised by a broad, sometimes heart shaped face 

with a sMll pointed chin, high end predoninent cheek bones 

and a flat nose, whose bridge is straight, sometimes 

slightly concave and not exclusively broad though the 

nostrils are wide. The lips are not particularly full 

and the mouth is usually rather v/ogik, The hair Is usually 

wavy but almost straight. Curly hair is also found, 

Moustache and beard ere very sparse, T

The lain occupation of the Konda Reddis is agri- 

0'11 turn and allied labour. They eat a variety of fruits, 

roots, tubers and leaves which are available in the sur- 

rotmding forests, Bark is their choicest dish while ’Jilugu1 

supplies the Konda Reddis with their favorite palm wine. 

Primitive plough, digging stick, hoe, axe and reaping knife 

arc tho most important implements of a Konda Reddi household.

The primitive social organisation, poor material 

culture, superstitions beliefs, bloody rituals, hilly and 

forest habitat and unproductive and wasteful agricultural 

methods reflect tho low level of material and social 

development of Konda Reddis. Thus it oar be concluded 

that Konda Roddis are one of the backward tribal groups of 
Andhra Pradesh.
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? A n 11 Y:
The Eonda Reddi’s family is patrilineal, 

patrilocal and patrearchaj. In the 4 villages moot of the 

families are nuclear families, end consists of husband, 

rife end children. Besides the nuclear families, we also 

observe ortarded and polygynous families among Zonda Reddis. 

The son is separated from his father as soon as he is 

married. The social structure of Zonda Reddis is based cxi 

exogamous septs or inteperulu.

cm BHEff:
Reddis ore fully aware of casual nexus between 

sexual intercourse end conception? and most women seen to 

consider that pregnancy lasts for 9 or 10 lunar months ♦ 

They believe that p^gnaiisy-lae a girl child is born after 

9 months, while 10 months elapse before a boy^ is bom. 

During pregnancy, until the doy cf confinement, a woman 
confines her usual life, There are taboos which a pregnant 

woman must observe but she is wmiod not allowed to move 

out of the house cr to the forest, lest a Konda Derate, 

a hill deity, may harm her; and eho is also striotly for

bidden to enter a boat or caress the Godavari. During 

pregnancy, the women is not debarred from cooking or eating 

then, Xnterdoimoe during pregnancy seems to be purely a 

matter of personal inclination. If the couple resides in 

the husband’s village, his mother or his near f emal.e relat* 

Ing will assist at the time of birth. But if they live in 

the wife’s village, her mother or mother’s sister is 
present. There is also an. elderly woman, whe is ekilfull 
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in the care of parturient nomen and Is called at every 

confinement. She Is rewarded for her services with sone 

measures of grain. As soon as a child is bom, the woman 

in attendance cuts the naval string, either with a knife 

or a sharpened bamboo and sprinkles the child with a cold 

water. Only next morning, she washes it with warm water. 

The after birth is put into an old pot and hurried in a deep 

holo in the jungle by any man or woman of the family. 

During Mg wife’s confinement, the husband should stay 

near the house and should do the house work, fetch water 

and cook. But at the time of harvesting and sowing this 

taboo is not observed. At that time he arrange for some 

woman to look after wife and cook for her. After delivery 

a women is considered impure. At the end of the period 

of Impurity, a domestic ceremony is performed.

There is no rule as to when a child should bo 

given its name. In some region naming ceremony is hold 

after 6 months while in other regions 8 days after bjbth. 

At the time of naming ooromojiy, a few relatives gather in 

the narenlfe house, end another woman of the family cooks 

some food, and some of which the father puts on a leaf 

and offers It to spirits of dead. Then he touche child’s 

feet with his lipso and announce the name by \^hieh it win 

bo called . Then ho eats a small part of the oonsccroted 

food and distributes the rest uix>ng those present# A meal 

concludes this demes tic ceremony.
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U A R R I il & Jh

Among Konda Reddis premarital sexual relations 

are not allowed. In the 4 villages the most forms of marriages 

are, (1) marriage by negotiation (2) marriage by capture 

(3) marriage by elopement# Among Konda Reddis, in any form 

of marriage, the payment of bride-price is necessary.

Xevirate and sororate are also socially accepted. A married 

woman car. elope with another person if she dislikes her 

husband and the new husband should pay a compensation to 

her former husband. Widow remarriage and divorce are 

socially permitted among them.

F S S g I VAI Si
II <1 II II II H

Konda Reddis observe a few festivals.

The most important among them are niamidi Fanduga1, ’Gangaram 

Pevi Panduga1, Vena Devudu Fanduga1, ♦Bhudevi Fanduga’, 

and ’Vari Kotha Panduga* • IWidiT>anduga is celebrated in 

the first week of April before celebration of this fcu$t 

the eating of monagoes is strictly prohibited, during this 

festival they scorifico a pig and chicken to their dieaty, 

LTutalamma. Pujari cleaned the place in front of the 

scared of Hut alarm by poring water over it. Tie he lit® 

some incense in a loaf-cup, and decorated the Uutalasama 

with vermilian# When food was ready the cooked rice and 

unriffed mangoes were fut on leaves in front of the seared 

atone. After offering pig and chicken this ceremony is 

completed.
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Gaagamma Devi Panduga is a feast in honour of the 

river goddess# This feast is intended during the coning 

feason to ensure a plenty of rain by the profitiation of 

Cangamma Devi* Gangema Devi is identical with Bhwni 

Devata# Only at this festival the stick dance (Kolata) 

is danced by Konda Reddis#

Vana Pevidu Pcmduga is celebrated during the 

dzy weather# This festival is intended to secure rain for 

the coming cultivation season. Bhurni Devsta Pmdugu is 

performed by all groups of Reddis, but the date varies from 

place to place# Sone celebrate the feast until the falling 

of the first rains, when the actual sowing begin. While 

others observe this festival when the monsoon is full for 

the last tire before the nonsoon is expected to break# 

During this festival they offer chickens to Bhuni Devara# 

Oil the day of the feat, men, women and children aeeemble 

on a place cutside the village# where th© sacrifice is to 

be performed# After the usual preparations of er the Dujarl 

invokes Bhuni Devata# By sunset the ritual is over# after 

this the villagers return to the village. This complete 

the Bhumi Devatu Danduga,

Vari Kotha festival is celebrated by tho end of 

October or first week of Koveuiber# This festival was observed 

during the harvest season of paddy. Pujarl will decide the 

day to celebrate this festival# He will collect some contri

butions from each households and with this anount he will 

purchase goat t chictan, etc# After tho preparations over 

the 2ujari sacrifices the goat and in tho name of Mamillam 

Dioty and request her to protected the fields,people oto#



PCgiITICAI. ORGANISATION

The then Polavaram area ms under the Zanindari 

jurisdiction. 3 villages vis*, Thutigunta, Tekur and 

Cheeduru were under Korutur Huttadar in those days, whereas 

the Tanalakunta village was under Vinjaram Huttadar. A 

Hutta has been considered as an * estate held on service 

tenure of ’watch and ward’ • Each Kutta was held by a 

Kuttadar,. who was an agent of the Zamindar for the collec

tion of rent. The functions of Iiuttadar are (1) law and 

justice (2) property (3) Religion and (4) marriage.

The headman of the traditional village is called 

patelr In the traditional village there is a village 

council, consisting of different members from various ham

lets »

As pte the present Panchayat Raj system Thttigunta is 

Panchayat by itself, Cheeduru and Tekur are affiliated to 

Kortur Panchayat and Tanalakunta is affiliated to Vinjoram 

Panchayat, In Thutigunta and Vinjaram the present sarpanchas 

hail ffom Konda Reddi tribe. There is significant representa

tion from the Konda Reddi tribe in the Kortur Panchayat.



POHJLATION ~ PATTERN OF LIVING

The total tribal population of Andhra 

ft?adoGh according to 1961 census io 13,24,368. The popula

tion of Konda Reddis and Hill Reddle of the State io 

39,333. Constitutes 2*97$ to total tribal population. 

Tho total population of tho West Godavari District io 

*r$ 19,78,257 consisting of 9,93,020 nalcs and 9,85,257 

fondoo us por 1961 conous. The total Schedule Tribe 

population of West Godavari District io 44*058 and the 

total Konda Redd! population is 3,970 which comes to 9*O1«4.

Polavaran, the agency taluk of West 

Godavari District consisting of 1,18,231 person of which 

tribals constitute 29,101 persons and the por cenagc of 

tribal population to tho total populations comes to 24.61 

as por 1961 census.

There ore two T.D.Blooks in Polavaraa 

Taluk, vic., Polavaron and Buttayagudem. Four villages 

have b jen selected in Polavaran T.D.Hlock for present 

study. Tho total population of Polavuran T.b.Block la 

29,119 persons as per 1961 ccnoua and the total tribal 
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population of the Block is 14,515 persons, Konda Reddy 

population being 3,089 (21.58$). total population of 

the Block can be divided under three broad social groups 

vis., Schedule Tribes, Schedule Castes and others. The 

population of each such social group according to 1961 

census are presented here under:

TABLE NO.5 
POPULATION OP THE POLAVARAM BLOCK,

I9fei CENSUS

SI.
No. Tribe/Caste No. of 

persons
Percentage to 
total population.

1. 2. 3. 4.

1. Schedule Tribes 14,315 43.26

2. Schedule Castes 2,206 49.16

3. Others 12,598 7.58

Total: 29,119 100.00

The geographical distribution of tho four 

selected villages is given below:

TABLE NO, 6
DISTRIBUTION OF VILLAGES - CIRCLE~WISE,

SI .No. Name of the village. Name of V.L.Tt.Circle 
to which it is affili
ated.

1. Tutigunta Kondrukota
2. Tekura Korturu
3. Cheeduru Korturu
4. Tanalakunta Pragapalli
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The population details together with percentages 

of the four villages are given below:

TABLE MO. 7 
popolatiom of selected villages - .related

SOCIAL ASPECTS OF KOITDA REDDY. POmATIOIT^

SI. Mane of the 
Mo. village 

selected.

Total 
popula
tion.

Total S.T. 
population

Konda
Roddy 
popula
tion.

Percentage of
Konda Reddy to 
total S.T. popu
lation.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

1. Tutlgunta 840 618 161 26.5

2. Tekur 240 124 79 65.7
3. CheQ&vm 207 155 148 95.4
4. Tanalakunta 

(Hamlet)
51 51 51 100.0

Total: 1338 948 439 35.7

It is found that from the study that the average 

study of Konda Reddy households in Polavaram Block is 4.39* 

Further anaylysls discloses that out of 100 households 

studied as nny as 65 are in the sice group of 3*5 persons 

and only one household in the sice group of 12 and above

persons.

arc only

In the minimum see group of 0*2 persons, there 

13 households and 21 households in the medium sice

group of 6-8 persons . The distribution of households with 

reference to the sice of households is shown below:
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TABLE HQ,8
SIZE OF HOUSEHOLDS

Size group No* of surveyed households

0-2
3-5
6-8
9-11

12+

13
65
21
♦ •

1

Totalt 100

^Household consists of all blood relatives living together 
and having common hearth excluding geasts and domestic 
servants«

The average sice of household of all the tribal 

groups in selected villages is given below:

TABLE N0<9

AVERAGE SIZE OF TRIBAL HOUSEHOLD - 
VILLAGE-WISE*

si.no. Name of tho village Average size#41trt

1* Tutigunta 5.0
2. Tekur 3.7
3. Cheeduru 4.5*
4. Tanalakun  ta 4.27

Weighted 4.36average• *r • ✓ v

It can be concluded from the above table 

that the average size of household of Konda Reddy tribe 

corraborates with average size of household of other tribal 

groups <



SEX RATIO, AGS AUD MARITAL STATUS:

The sen ratio of Ronda Reddy population ia 

indicated below:

TABLE NO.1Q

SEX RATIO OE STUDIED KORDA REDBY HOUSE- H0L^ v

S.No. Item No.of persons

1. Total population( 100 house
holds)

439

2. Number of Hales 22?

3. Percentage of males to total 
population

5e.8£

4. Number of females 216

5. Percentage of females to 
total.

49.255

The general sex ratio as per study is 5O.0>5 males 

to 49#2# females. Therefore, Konda Roddy population is 

almost balanced so far as sex ratio of males and females 

is concerned.

Practice of Polygamy is allowed in Konda Reddy 

tribe but it is rare. It is corroborated with the 

fact that the proportionof married males to married females 

is more or less equal. The marital status table is given 

below1



TABLE 110.11

Sise group-TTiae

1

Harried Unmarried Widov/jr piwce Total
K.

2

i 
i 

1

' 
' 

i

1 
‘ 

’
W

 I M
 1

i *

4

I H
t 

in 
1

1 
• 

. i
1 . 

.
1 S 

1 V
O 7

1

* 
1

1 
1

, KO
 I ?

 |
1 1 1 10 11

0-10 • • • • 56 58 56 58

11-20 3 15 42 24 45 39

21-30 26 33 13 6 3 1 2 44 40

31*40 29 29 2 1 1 5 ♦ • • • 32 35

41-50 22 12 • • ♦ • 1 7 • • 1 23 20

51-60 9 5 • • • • 4 6 ♦ • • • 13 11

61-70 4 3 ♦ ♦ • • 3 4 • • • ♦ 7 7

7U 3 1 • • • • • • r*P * • ♦ ♦ 3 6

Total: 96
I

98 
’44.25?)

113
(46?S)

89 12 28
(9.53)

2 1 223 
(10(tf) ..

\
\

216
I
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It is evident from the previous table that the 

percentage of married persons and un*married persons are 44 ♦ 2% 

46% respectively • Widower and widow to constitute a sifni- 

f leant proportion of total population. It is as much as 

9.5%. Further, the number of unmarried males are more than 

unmarried females. Widowm® are more in number than 

widowers. The practice of devorco is very insignificant.

It is observed that except in Tutigunta, in all 

the remaining three villages unmarried persons are more 

than the married persons« In Tekur, the difference is 

12.6%, in Cheeduru it is 10.9% while in Tanalakunta It is 

only 2%. But it is in ©unions to note that the percentage 

of married persons is more than the unmarried persons in 

Tutigunta village.

Further more percentage of widowers and widows is 

significant to total population. The percentage ranges 

between 7.5 and 15.8, lower being in Tutigunta and the 

highest in Tamlakunta. The marital status village-wise 

is shown in the following table.

TABLE HO.12
MARITAL STATnS^v^&E ^5

S.ITo, Village
Harried

Number of persons 
Unmarried Widow/er ^ivorce Total

w

Ml **

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tutlgunta 
Tekur 
Cheeduru 
Tanalakunta

** w
41
15
30
10

M» «■ <
42
15
30
11

M.

36
22
47
8

F.w»
28
13
29
14

1 u
 

f\J
 

-*
■ *

4 
U
-4

1 • FTW< M» *
5
7

10
6

M. w w
2
* •

• .

«. «W M
« •
1
* •
• •

K.
> «• •»

86
38
79
20

y.«. Ml
75
41
69
31

Totali 96 98 113 89 12 28 2 1 223 216
(44.2%) (4655) (9.5^) (o,.350 (10050
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LITERACY*

Though there are schools in adjoining villages of 

tho four selected villages, the literacy among Konda Reddis 

is awafully low. The following table shows the literacy 

position of the Konda Rcddi’s in the four villages.

TABLE NO, 13
AGS, SEX WISE EDUCATION STATUS

Age group Illiterate_ Literate...Primary Secondary Total
M. F. I. F. ». y. M. p.

0-10 52 40 . • • • 24 18 • • • • 56 58
11-20 32 30 5 2 7 4 1 3 45 39
21-30 32 36 6 2 5 2 1 • ♦ 44 40
31*40 27 > 28 2 5 2 2 1 • < 32 35
41-50 19 20 3 »• 1 .. 23 20
51-60 12 11 1 13 11
61-70 7 7 ♦ • 7 7
71+ 3 6 3 6

Totals • 164 178 9 39 26 3 3 l223 216
(78") W.5*) (1.5J0 doojS)

It is evident from the above analysis that the 

percentage of illiterate to high (70$) of the total popula- 

tion only 3 males and 26 females have studied upto primary 

stage. Literates without formal education constitute very 

little (GJ). Number of Konda Reddis studied upto Secondary 

stage is negligble (1.5J). The proportion of femlee to 

males at evoxy stage of education is approximately equal 

except in tho case of literates without for ral education 

(i.e. 9 femlee to 17 males).
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Further, the village wise analysis disclosed that 

the illiteracy is low in Tutigunta and Teknr (77f*> and 60£) 

compared to Cheeduru and Tanalakunta (84 .5^ and 90^) to the 

the total population of resjfeotive villages. The main 

reason for more literates in Tutigunta and Tekur villages 

can be attributed to establishment of Ashram Primary School 

in Tutigunta and Ashram Upper Primary school at Tekur. 

Comparatively speaking the number cf tribals studied upto 

Primary and Secondary stages (30$ and 3fr$) in the highest 

in Tekuru village.

The percentage of literates without formal educa

tion in all tho four villages to the total population is 

more or less equal ranging between 5.4$ to 6.4$• The village- 

wise educational status table is presented hereunder.

TABLE NO. 14 
2DuC®yt6W 3¥ATUS 

(VTtXAGE^WlSE)

S.No. Name of the Illiterate Literate primary Secondary Total 
village. M# F. F. 15. 0. H. F.

1. Tutigunta 58 66 8 2 19 7 1 •• 86 75

2. Tekur 24 23 2 3 11 12 1 3 33 41

3. Cheeduru 64 61 6 2 8 6 1 . • 79 69

4* Tutikunta 18 28 1 2 1 1 .... 20 31

Totals 164 178 17 9 39 26 3 3 223 216
<78/4 (60) (14.5/4 (1.5/4 (1105$)
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ECONdllC STATUS:

Earning position of the members in Konda Reddy 

families is mostly conditioned by age. As soon as the 

members cross 10, they will be adding sone income in one 

form or other to the family. But as the growth of attitude 

towards education, this has been considerably reduced.

let us see the earning position of males and 

females in all the village in respect of ages.

TABLE NO.15
ECONOHIO S?ATUS(AGE WISE)

Age-group Earner 
_ - E—

Earning 
pendent

de
E.U

Non-earner Total
- U.______F» JU . _F.

0-10 • • • • 1 4 55 54 56 58

11-20 8 12 30 22 7 5 45 39

21-50 32 30 12 10 • • • ♦ 44 40

31-40 26 30 6 5 • • • • 32 35
41-50 21 18 2 2 « • • • 23 20

51-60 13 7 • • 3 • • 1 13 11

61-70 4 3 1 1 2 3 7 7
71+ 2 1 • ♦ 3 1 2 3 6

Total: 106 101 52 50 65 65 223 216
<47%) (23%) (30%) (100%)

Earners mainly are those households and managing 

tho family and their wi#es too comes under the claws1 eamerw* t 

Earning dependents include sons both married and unmarried, 

who are living with their parents, daughter—in—laws, unmarried 

daughters and widow daughter-in-alaws and in some oases 
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parents too* Non earners mainly attribute to ego, they are 

either children or old.

Earners are mostly presents in the 11-70 age 

groups, telle non earners are mostly in the age group of 

0-10 and above 60. Earning dependents are spread (nearly 

90?') in all age group but with variation of composition.

Earners, earning dependnts and non-earners among 

the population are 47#» 23# and 30# respectively. A look 

at males and females in all those groups reveals that they 

are approximately in equal preoportion to respective popula

tion •

Population spread in respective groups in different 

villages are represented in the following table.

TABLE N0.16
SCONOilgC STATUS (VILLAGE PISE)

S.lTo. Name of the 
village.

1. Tutlgunta

Earner
_ H . -R.

44 38

Earning 
dependents

17 20

Non-earners
—*» «»F« «a»

25 17

®otal

86 75

2. Tekur 19 19 9 7 10 15 38 41
3. Choeduru 32 30 20 18 27 21 79 69
4. Tutikunta 11 14 6 5 3 12 20 31

Totali 1Of47$1 52
I

50
(23g).

65 , 65
(30g) 22J 216

1201 .



OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE;

The occupational pattern of the Konda Reddis is 

very much conditioned by tho social and cultural milieu in 

which they are living* Ror:nally theirs • is a hand-to-mouth 

economy which is just adequate to sustain tho people in most 

part of the year but not throughout*

The yield of income is taken as basis to judge the 

various occupations persuod ts by them* The following table 

explains the pattern of main occupations persued by the 

studied Konda Reddy households in respective villages*

TABLE TO*17
MAIR OCCWAfldh ffiCTJSEHaLDS)

S.No* Name of the 
village.

Ko. of H.Hs 
surveyed

Shifting 
cultiva
tion*

Sc <jtled
cultiva
tion*

Agriculture 
labour.

1. Tutigunta 38 
(1000)

12
(31.50)

21 
(55.3%)

5 
(13.2%)

2. Tekur 19
(100)

• •
(..)

18 
(94.70)

1 
(5.30)

3. Cheeduru 30
(100)

• • 28
(93.30)

2
(6.70)

4* Tanalakunta ,13
(100)

5
(38.50)

2
(15.4$

6 
(46.10)

Total* 100 17 69 14

The above table reveals that in Tutlgunta village 

55 • 3# of the konda Reddi household depend mainly on settled 

agriculture, 31.50 on Podu cultivation and 13.20 on Agricul

tural labour. In Tekuru 94-7% Of the Konda Reddis depend on 

settled agriculture,, 5*30 on Agricultural labour. In Oheeduru 
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93.3$ of the Konda Reddi households depend on settled 

cultivation, 6.7$ on agricultural labour. In Tanalakunta 

15.4$ depend on settled agriculture, 38.5$ on podu, and 

46.1$ on agricultural labour. From these figures we can 

say that in 3 villages vis., Tutigunta, Tekur, and Cheeduru 

settled agriculture is tho main occupation} while in Tanala

kunta village agricultural labour is the min occupation 

us they do not possess cultivable land.

Thus in the occupational hierarchy, settled 

cultivation occupies the first place, agricultural labour 

takes the second possion and last one is podu cultivation. 

But when we take the persons into consideration the min 

occupation of some members of the family is differing from 

tliat occupation persucd by head of the households. The 

main denervation from the following table is that forest 

labour and pastoralist has not been persued by any head 

of the households while it is found among some members 

of the family in the surveyed villages except in Tanalakunta.

TABLE NO, 18
MBtMKto.'gf persons)EAIIF-!

S.No. Name of the 
village.

llo.of
II. Ho 
atudic

Shifting Sett* Agri. Forest Pas*
culti* led labo- labour tora-Totol

d vation. cul- ur Is.
tiva* 

_ -______________ ___ _ ___ __
Hr 8. y*

1 I IK * 1
1 ! 1 J 1 i 1 h

dl U. F. M F F.
1. Tutli^unta 38 22 14 28 29 8 13 1 2 2 .. 61 58
2. Tekur 19 1 1 23 20 3 4 .... 1 1 28 26
3. Cheeduru 30 3 1 44 41 4 6 .. .. 1 .. 52 48
4. Tanalakunta 13 7 8 5 7 5 4 .. .. .. . 17 19

Totalt 100 33 24 100 97 20 27 1 2 4 1 158 151
(18.5$) (64$) (15$) (1$) (1.5$ (100)
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As already mentioned, mostly Konda Reddis are 

owner cultivators • Wien we look at the data, persons engaged 

in settled cultivation is also high in the main occupation 

(64$) as the households • Shifting cultivation occupy the 

second place v/ith regards to persons persuing it as min 

occupation (18.5$). Agricultural labour is also mainstay 

of most of the labour* class (15$). Forest labour and 

pastoralsm lias boon peroued by only a small number of person 

constituting 1.0$ and 1.5$ respectively.

But when we see at the individual sex engaged in 

difference occupation, females are engaged in equal propor

tion to thoir total population in all occupations only a 

little higher proportion of females to their population are 

engaged in agricultural labour. They constitute 18.5$ to 

their total population in agricultural labour while males are 

only 12.6$ their total population engaged in it.

SU3SIPARY OCCUPATION

Every households in all the selected four 

villages will be having some form of supporting occupation, 

tho form of subsidiary being judge in the sane pattern as 

min occupation. Some households will bo depending on more 

than one subsidiary occupation and some will be having no 

subsidiary earnings at all. Tho subsidiary occupations per

sued by Konda Reddy households in the selected villages 

are presented seporately.
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TABLE ITO. 19
SUBSIDIARY OCCUPATIOIT( HOUSEHOLDS)

S.ITo. Home of the ITO. of
H.Hs 

studied

Agri.
Podu labour

Forest
labour M.F.P.village.

1. Tutigunta 33 
(10G)

, 6 32
(15.7$)(81.1$)

4 
(15.2$)

3
(7.851)

2. Tekur 19
(400)

, 7 15
(36.8$)(78.9$)

14 . (73.35?) (5.2$)

3. Cheeduru 30
(166)

3 20
(10.0$)(66.6$)

25 
(80.4$)

• •

4. Tanalakunta 13
(406)

.. 12
(92.3$)

6 
(46.1$)

* •

Total: 100 116 79 49 4

Out of the 38 households in Tutigunta 6 households 

(15.7#) have podu cultivation as one of their subsidiary 

occupations, 32 households (81.7#) have agricultural labour 

as a subsidiary occupation, and 4 households ( 15.2#) have 

non-agri cultural labour (Forest labour) as a subsidiary 

occupation and 3 households (7.8#) depend on the collection 

of Minor Forest Produce. In Tekur out of 19 households, 7 

(56.3%) depend on podu cultivation. 15 households (78.9%) 

havelia agricultural labour, 14 households (73.3%) have 

taken non-agrloultural labour (Forest labour) and one house* 

hold has taken Minor Forest Produce, as its subsidiary 

occupation. Out of 30 households in Cheeduru village, 5 

households (10') have taken podu as one of their subsidiary 

occupations, 20 households (66,6%) depend on agricultural
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labour as a subsidiary occupation, and 25 households (80.4$) 

have non-agricultural labour i.e. Forest labour, as their 

minor occupation. In Tanalokunta, out of 15 households, 12 

(92.3$) have agricultural labour as one of their subsidiary 

occupation, 6 households (46*1$) have taken forest labour 

as a subsidiary occupation. Thus an analysis of occupation 

in the 4 villages reveals that agricultural households 

supplement their economy by taking several other occupations. 

The following table reveals the position of males and 

females engaged in subsidiary occupation.

TABLE HO. 20
SUBSIDIARY OCCUPATIONS (PERSONS)

S.lTo. Name of tho 
village

«• M M M» «• «k «* ••

Shifting M.F.P.

-F-

Agri.
labour

-F-

Forest
labour

-U- -F- -
Total

* «*• «■» •»
1. Tutigunta 1 5 3 13 46 32 9 7 59 55

2. Tekur 1 • • 1 14 18 15 10 27 29
3. Oheeduru

la
2 2* • • • • 35 32 29 6 66 38

4 • T«h|fcunta • ♦ • • ♦ • • 0
«■» «* «» <*»

11 10 3 3
4M»

19 13

Totals 4 3 3 14 103 92 61 26 171 135
(2.»<) (5.55$) (63.7?$) (23.4^) <100)

Even the persons enraged in agricultural labour as 

a subsidiary occupation is high (63.70$). Next, 28.4$ of the 

people are engaged in l?orcst labour, maximum being from 

Oheeduru. Shifting Cultivation and collection of Minto Forest 

Produce are also being perauod which amounts to 2.4# and 5.5# 

to rotal population persuing subsidiary occupation. Tanala* 

kunta registers none In the shifting cultivation and Minor 
Forest group at all.
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Coming to males and females in the case of 

shifting cultivation and agricultural labour they are engaged 

in sane proportions • Females constitute more in the collec

tion of Minor Forest Produce in all the villages. They are 

nearly 5 times more than the males engaged. Quiet contradi

ctorily, in the case of forest labour, males are idiice the 

females•

Generally, the wagds received by a male member 

for all the operations varies between 2.50/- and 3*00/- per 

day while it is between 2/- to 2.50 for a female.

The previous tables throw light on the following 

significant points!

1. Though the settled agriculturists constitute 

maximum percentage as a whole or villages separately, they 

have to depend on subsidiary occupation.

2. In all the four villages tribals are engaged 

in forest labour. Even then, it do not form their main 

occupation.

3. Podu, though under going so many restrictions, 

is being practiced by many Konda Reddy families as main 

occupation.

4. Agricultural labour constitute the major 

occupation porsuod by most of the Konda Reddy families as 

well as persons as main us well as subsidiary occupation.
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I IT C 0 K B :

In the four villages the major sources of Income 

are, (1) Settled cultivation (2) Podu (3) Agricultural 

labour and (4) Forest labour and (5) Minor Forest Produce. 

The source-vd.se incomes in respective villages are as 

follows •

TABLE NO, 21
INCfr® PAftTICtoARS

Source Tutigunta___ Tekur Cheeduru Tanalakunta
«Q. Of 

H.HS 
engaged

Income No .of in- 
H.Hs come

L enga
ged.

no . or xn* 
H.Hs cone 
enga
ged.

«o.or _
H.Hs Income
enga
ged. -fe-

Settled 
Agriculture

20 38,760 16 17,495 27 25,305 3 1,775

Podu 17 5,220 7 18,390 3 880 7 2,820

Agricultural 
labour

29 15,635 11 2,840 24 9,290 13 3,610

Forest labour 6 6,140 11 8,080 18 8,300 10 8,800
Minor Forest 
Produce

3 930 1 400 1 310 • • • •

Total: 66,685 30,205 44,085 12,405

The total income of Tutigunta village cones to 

Rs.66,635/-. The total income of Tekur village is Rs.30,205/* 

While in Cheeduru the total income is Rs.44,085 and in 

Tanalakunta the total income is Rs. 12,405/* as shown the 

above table. Out of Fj.66,685/* total income in Tutigunta 

Rs.38,760 total income comes from settled agtculture, Rs.5,220/* 

from Podu, Rs. 15,635/- from Agricultural labour, fc.6,140/- 

from Forest labour and F3.930/* from Minor Forest Xa Produce.
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In Tekur village the total income is Rs. 30,205/- 

of which Rs.17,495/- cone from settled agriculture, Rs.1,390/* 

come from podu, Rs. 2,840/- come from agricultural labour, 

Rs.8,080/* from forest labour and 400/- from minor forest 

produce•

In Choeduru the total income is fe.44,085/- of 

which Rs. 25,505/- come from settled agriculture, R5.880/- from 
labour

podu, Rs.9,290/- from agriculture Rs.8300/-

ffom forest labour and Rs.310/- from minor forest produce.

Rs. 12,405/- is the village total income of 

Tanalakunta, of which Rs. 1,775/- come from settled agricul

ture, Es*2,820/- from podu, Rs.3,610/- from agricultural labour, 

and Rs.3,200/* from forest labour.

In Tutigunta village the income per household 

comes to Rs, 1,754-80. The income per household in Tekur 

is Rs. 1,589*70. While in Oheeduru and Tanalakunta villages 

the income per household is fe. 1,469-50, and Rs,954*23 res

pectively. Thus among Tutigunta, Konda Reddis,the household 

income is the highest than the remaining 3 villages.

The lowest household income is found among Tanalakunta 

Konda Reddis.

In Tutigunta village the percaplta income is 

Rs.411-60, fc.337-20 is the percaplta income in Tekur village, 

while the percaplta income in Oheeduru and Tanalakunta villa

ges is Rs.297-87 and Rs. 243-23 respectively. Thus the 

percaplta income of Tutigunta Konda Reddis is much higher 



in relation to other 3 villages. Within these 3 villages 

also the percapita income varies* In Cheeduru and Tanala- 

Icunta villages the percapita income is lesser than the per- 

capita income in Tekur village.

The average household income of the 4 villages is 

Rs ,1,533-80/-. The percapita income of the 4 villages is 

Rs, 349-38/-. When compared with this average household income, 

in Tutigunta and Tekur villages the household income is 

much higher, whereas in Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages 

it is lesser than the average household income (Fs.1,533-80). 

The percapita income of Tutigunta and Tekur villages is also 

very meh higher than the average percapita income, while 

in Cheeduru and Tanalakunta the percapita income is also 

lesser than the average percapita income (fc.349-38),

E X P B K D I T V R Et-

Data on consumption pattern regarding food, 

clothing, smoking and drinking, festivals and Germanies, 

cost of cultiution etc, are recorded for the w ole year and 
t

data for house repairs are taken for 3 years because rethatching 

is normally done once in three years. With! this expenditure 

it is easy to calculate the data for house repairs for one 

year. Data regarding the consumption of food, beverages 

and narcoitics, fuol and light are covered for one week, 

and with this data we can calculate the expenditure on 
these items for one year( 1970-71),
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POO D:

Usually Jawari and Paddy forms the staple food for 

Konda Reddis; besides, they also consume other pulses like 

Redgram, Blackgram, Greengram, Cowpea etc., and chillies 

and tobacco. Further, percapita expenditure on items like 

edible oil, tamarind, salt, spices and jaggery are taken 

into consideration while computing tho total consumption 

on food.

The study shows that on the whole 65.8% of the 

percapita expenditure on consumption is spent for food 

in Tutingunta village. The percapita expenditure on food 

is 64.1% in Tokur village, while in Cheeduru and Tanala- 

kunta villages the percapita expenditure on food is 71.6% 

and 65.6% respectively.

Beverages and Narcoiticst The Konda ReddiB are also 

habituated to drinking rice-beer (iMddikallu), ‘Sara1 and 

1 Zeeluga KJallu’ • Among all the people irrespective of 

age and sox smelting of cigars is a very common pratice. 

lew accultueated tribal people in these four villages 

have aloo became udicts to certain beverages like the 

tea and coffee. 14*45* the percapita expenditure on con

sumption is spent for beverages and narcoitics in Tuti

gunta village. The percapita expenditure on beverages 

and narcoitics is 15*9% in Tekur, tfhile 14.1% and 15.4% 

is the expenditure on consumption of beverages and 

narcoitics in Choedunu, and Tanalakunta villages 

respectively *
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FUEL AilD LIGHTINGS

The Konda Reddis do not purchase firewood but 

collect it from the forest. For lighting purposes they 

purchase Kerosene. For the purpose of analysis, however 

the money value of firewood is also computed. 2.3%, 2,9%, 

1.7%, 5.2% of the total percapita expenditure is spent on 

fuel and lighting in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and 

Tanalakunta villages respectively.

0 LOT H ITT Gt

In these four villages acculturated Konda Reddi 

people have began to wear elaborate costume just like 

non-tribal people of the plains. Some of the adult males 

have learnt to wear costly pants, dhovatis and shirts 

while the adult females have also come to wear costly 

saroes. 6.6%, 6,6%, 6,09% and 6.1% of the total expendi

tures goes to the clothing in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru 

and Tanalakunta villages respectively.

H 0 VS I II Gi

0,3%, 0.26%, 0.1%, 0.5% of the total percapita 

expenditure goes to the repairing and rethatching of 

houses.

AGRIOOTiTURFi

2.2%, 2,6%, 2.6%, 1.4% of the total percapita 

expenditure goes to the repairing, and purchasing of 

Agricultural implements, purchasing of scMs, fertilisers 

etc. in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages 



respectively* The total percapita expenditure on Agricul

tural operations in these four villages are 3.1#, 1.6# 

0.76#, 0.9# in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanalakunta 

respectively.

CATTLE 1IAI1ITEMWE:

1.7#, 1.2#, 0.91# of the total expenditure goes 

to the cattle feeding in Tutigunta, Tekur and Cheeduru 

villages respectively.

0.5# in Tutigunta, 0.39# in Tekur, 0.66# in 

Cheeduru end 0.99# in Tanalakunta of the total percapita 

expenditure go os to debt x^edumption.

The total expenditures on household utensils in 

Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages are 

0.4#, 0.05#, 0.48#, 0.9# respectively.

E D I C I N El

0.6#, 0.1#, 0.49#, 0.5# of the total expenditures 

goes to western medicine and doctors in Tutigunta, Tekur 

Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages.

In Tutigunta village the total expenditure on 

social and religious ceremonies is 1.08# while in Tekur, 

Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages the total expenditure 

on social and religious ceremonies is 1.3#, 0.4# and 1.5# 

respectively. The table showing source-wise expenditure 

is given below:



TABLE ITO.22
MgSIiPITURB OH VARIOUS ITE.IS

Kame of item TOTAL EXmjDITURE
Tutigunta Tekur Oheeduru Tanalakunta

Food 50,284 22,868 38,484 11,440

Beverage and
Narcoitics 11,035 5,676 7,587 2, 626

Fuel and light 1,32a 1,065 928 908

Clothing 5,055 2t4OO 3,275 1,260

Housing 640 93 60 100

Agricultural 
Inputs and 
inplenents.

1,691 958 1,420 250

Agricultural 
operations 2,443 597 410 173

Cattle 1,335 450 485 •

Debt Redicap- 
tioxu 425 512 360 172

Household 
Utensils 318 190 250 155

Helical 496 580 263 95

Social and
Religious 830 480 220 230
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COITCLUSIOIT:

From the above analysis it my be seen that

(1) percentage expenditure on food is the highest in these 

four villages. Among those four villages the percentage 

expenditure on food is a little higher in Cheederu than 

in the remaining three villages. (2) Poxt highest percent

age of expenditure is on the Beverages and Narcoitics. 

The percapita expenditure on Beverages and Narco!tics is 

also relatively higher in Tekur and Tanalakunta than in 

Tutigunta and Cheeduru villages. (3) The percentage of 

expenditure on clothing occupies tho 3rd place. The total 

expenditure on clothing is also relatively low in these 

four villages when compared with the expenditure on food 

and beverages and narcoitico. (4) Percentage expenditure 

on the other items like Housing, Fuel and Lighting otc. 

is relatively less.

The total expenditure per household on all these 

items io Es«2,010.26/- In Tutigunta. In Tekur the total 

expenditure per household is te. 1,977/-- while in Cheeduru 

and Tonalalointa the total expenditures per household are 

Es.1,790.66/- and Fs.1,550/34/* respectively.

On the average a household needs Es. 1,332/- 

por year. But a household gets an income of fo.1,533/-* 

This means their is a deficit of Rs.299/- per household 

per year. This 200 deficit will have to be met by the 

tribals either by taking loons or by borrowing money from 
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other sources or they will have to go without meal for 

50 to 60 days in a year.

In Tutigunta about 150 deficit is recorded# 

VTheroas in Tanalakunta the naximusi deficit (480) has been 

reached• ]?rom these extremities, the percentages of 

deficit is fluctuate# Thus we see 180 deficit in Tekur 

and 220 deficit in Cheeduru. Prom thus we can Seduce 

that tho village Tutigunta is comporately better off than 

the other villages# The economic position of Konda Reddis 

in Tanalakunta is not sound, perliaps the fact Ilea in 

their lacking stable income (Agricultural Income).

ASS ET Ss

On the following heads the value of assets in 

the tribal household is counted, vis,, (1) Value of land

(2) Value of houses (3) Value of implements(Agr.) (4) Value 
and (6) Value of household utencils 

of ornaments (5) Value of livestock/ The values of the 

mentioned items in each village oro given separately in a 

tabulor form.

TABLE no#2;
ASsfirs Vai?

kunta. . dM

Name of No .of, ._VALTO^O£_ASSETS____
the asset H.HS 
village. Land House Gold ft Agri# 

(each) Jowellry imple-
H.Ete 
uton-

Livestock
ft. A . - mente oils

1.Tutigunta 38 89,200

82,600

150 to
250

1400 800 1600 21,264.15
2. Cheeduru 30 *do* 1200 750 1100 17,532.50
3.Tekur 19 61,900 ♦30 to

220
400 to

1500 450 1050 7,535.00
4.Tanala* 13 9,000 490 420 650 2,028.00
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The important inovablc asset of most of Konda 

Reddis is land. Their lands being mostly dry easts are 

valued at an average rate of 650/-* per acre. Livestock 

is tho most important immovable asset. They include 

mainly cattle,sheep, and poultry. Every household with 

atleast 2 acres of land will normally be having his own 

pair of bullocks which they will be hiring th out most 

of the time. & minimum of Ps.4O/- to Rs. 50/- worth of 

household utcncils will be possessed by each Konda Reddy 

family. Gold and Jewollry in their possesion will be 

normally left compare to other tribes of the region. 

Generally every agricultural family will not be having 

all the necessary agricultural implements and they will 

borrowing from others in times of need. The valueof 

houses diffur from each village in Tutigunta village 

the average value of an ordinary thatched house is Rs. 100/* 

to Rs. 150/-. In Tekur village the average value of an 

ordinary house will be Ps.150/- and Rs. 220/* with regards 
toraced 

to/thatnted house is the highest. While in Cheeduru 

and Tanalakunta villages the average house costs Rs. 150/- 

to 175/-. The average value of a terraced house is 

Rs.200/- to Rs.250/- in Tutigunta, Rs.200/- to 220/- in Tekur 

Rs. 200/- to Rs. 230/- in Cheeduru and in Tanalakunta the 

average value of a terraced house is fc.180/~ to Rs. 200/-. 

Further other miscellaneous items like furniture, cots 

etc. wiil-be-pesee are being possessed by then.
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D BB 21

Self suffiocncy was the predominant feature of 

tribal economy. This had gradually even changed due to 

various reasons • For productive purposes, as well as for 

unprodutive needs like the expenses on family maintenance, 

life-cycle ceremonies etc,, both cultivators and non-culti- 

vators borrow money. The terms and conditions of borrowing 

are quite appressive. There are 3 sources of loan vis.,

(1) Tribal credit Agncy:- Rich Tribal people often lend 

money to borrowers.

(2) Traders:- Host of the traders are non-tribals people 

who also lend money to needs tribal people and

(3) Honey lenders, is a class by itself who have made 

money lending as their main occupation. These money lenders 

are non-tribals who have done to the agency area from far
0

off places• 8

Besides there are three institutional sources 
i

vis., (1) Block, (2) Takkavi and (3) Coperative. Among 

the cooperative societies there arc two types vis., 

(1) Cooperative Credit Society and (2) GiriJan Corporation 

Limited. This Giri Jan Corporation purchases agricultural 

and non-agricultural produce and soils domestic requirements 

to the tribal people at fair prices and also disburses loans 

to the tribal borrowers. The credit agencies like the 

Cooperative Credit Society and G.C.C.give loans mostly 

for productive purposes. The other credit agencies issue 

loans both for productive and unproductive purposes.
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However, the Takkavi, Block will also supply loans* The 

amount borrowed various sources by Konda Reddis of the 

four villages are furnished hereunder.

TABLE HO. 24
SOURjfes dff BORROWING 

__________________________(1920-71)^ ~ ~ ________________________
Village. Block Takkavi Money lenders Friends & Cooperative

----------------------- 57 07" Relatives Credit
Ho. of Amo-Ho. Amount-----—------- — -------—— Society.
H.HS unt of IT.H A H.H A N.H A 572 A7“

IIHs. (in Rupees^

kunta

I.Tuti- • • 3 200 4 200 11 3,030
gunta

2.Tekur .. .. .. .. 3. 120 4 400 2 100 «7 710

3.Oheeduru 2 300 1 100 2 150 2 100 5 300 11 1070
4.Tanala- •• ...........................1 40

Total: 2 300 1 100 6 310 9 700 11 600 29 5,410

The above table reveals that most of the Konda

Reddis are approaching the money lenders for their personnel 

expenditures. Cooperative Credit Society is much of assistance 

to them in their occupational expenditures. Such amount received 
from the cooperative credit society is Rs.5410/- weeaivei by 

29 Konda reddi households in the four villages combined. But 

beneficiaries from block and taluk office are only three 

in all tho four villages combined, all from Choeduru.

Depending on the nature of loon, tho rates of 

interest very from one credit agency to another. By non

tribal creditors, money lenders and traders, compo und 

interest alone is charged, whereas simple interest is 

charged on the loan by the official credit agencies like 
etc.

credit societies,/ Issue of kind loans is not common.with



The tribal creditors and traders issue both cash and kind

loans. 100$ compound interest is charged in the case of 

kind loans, whereas 30$ to 50$ compound interest is charged 

in the case of cash loons, by creditors, money lenders and 

traders. Thus, both the tribal and non-tribal creditgtb 

charge exhorbitant rates of interest. Rate of interest 

is low on the loans issued by the Government and Credit 

agencies like Takkavi, Cooperative Credit Societies etc. 

□nd it varies from 5 to of simple interest.



CHAPTER

WOIKHIC LIFE

Though significant changes have been taken 

place in every aspect of tribal life particularly in the 

economic life of Konda Reddy tribe, the signs of barter 

economy still persists. But constant influx of non-tribals 

into tribal belts, introduction of money economy, provision 

connunication and transport facilities, increased culture

contact, tradelinks and other forces of developments 

created very many wants in day-to-day life of an illiterate 

and ignorant tribal. The economic life of old, transition 

and present, of Konda Reddis is discussed in the present 

chapter.

THE OLD ECOTOIY:

Self sufficency ms the predominant feature of 

tribal economy. By trapping and hunting with bow and 

arrow, the men procured occasional meat, the woman and 

ohildern collected considerable quantities of edible wild 

fruits and plants. Both sexes combined in cultivating the 

hill slopes, whore they raised several kinds of millet 

and pulse. Since all families grew the same crops and- 

the potentialities of the surrounding, Jungle offered 

all food-gatherers equal opportunities} among the member 

of a village community, there was little inter-change 

of provisions, apart from the usual sharing of game. Pigs 

end chickens, and in some areas goats, were kept as 

domestic animals end served mainly for sacrifices and 
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and food at feasts. At the sane tine they were the only 

form of movable property, and fines for social offences 

were as a rule expressed and paid in terns of pigs, goats 

or chickens. However, it does not seem that domestic ani

mals were often bartered or used as a medium of exchange.

The members of each household manufactured the 

majority of implements used in the exploitation of the soil 

and the preparation of food. The men made their bows, 

and arrows, mats and baskets, while the women fully occu

pied with cooking, fetching water and firewood, looking 

after pigs and fowls. From outsiders the Reddi had to 

procure a number of implements (vis., the iron axe, the 

cured blade of the bill-hook, the knife, the iron point of 

digging-stick and the iron-hoe*blades etc.) ushich he could 

not make himself. The goods tendered in exchange were 

baskets in whose manufacture the Reddi was an expert. 

Earthem pots seem to have beenwgarded as necessities and 

bartered from the potters of the plains. The Reddi’e 

clothes arc all imported. Ornaments were counted among 

the imported goods. Thus the iron implements, pots and 

clothes were the only articles that the Reddi wanted to 

procure from members of other tribes or castes. Regular 

production for purposes of exchange was not needed.

Thus there have been neither poor nor rich among 

tho Reddin. Energy and hard work could increase a households
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food supply, but there existed no medium of exchange and no 

hiring out of labour against wages* Assistance in house

building and occasionally in sowing or reaping was based on 

reciprocity.

BRIEF HISTORY OP SHIFTING .CfflTIVATIOH;.

Just how and where ranking fell into the custom 

of planting and cultivating may always remain a matter for 

speculation*. Various theories have boon proposed to 

prove the origin of cultivation. But there is a lot of 

controvorcy and discrepancy in these theories. Therefore 

we accept C.Wisslor Council that none of these theorios be 

taken seriously until the data essential to such conclusions 

are available©.

The general ooncenses of opinion among anthro

pologists is that early man was a food gatherer. He 

collected fruits, leaves, tubers and roots and killed wild 

uninols to satisfy his hunger. His solo dependence on 

nature taught him to preserve food for periods of scarcity.

Plough cultivation owes an immense debt to hoe 

agriculture as it was the media between food gathering 

stage and plough cultivation. Dibbl era and hoe gardners 

with their simple tools and in their most primitive condi

tions laid tho baois of present economic life by initiating 

agriculture.

^Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences Vol.1-2 572 p. 
©Britanicu, Chapter on Agriculture.
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Shifting cultivation is practiced with some 

variations throughout the tropical and sub-tropical re

gions of the world with different names. In West Africa 

it is called as ’farming’, ’Khologo’ in South-east Solomon 

islands, ’Chena’ in Ceylon and so on* In India, there are 

different terms for this in different regions* It goes by 

the name ’Podu* in Andhra, ’Dhabi’ in Orissa, ’Penda’ 

among Marias of Bas tar, ’Jhun’ among hill tribes of Assam, 

and ’Bewar’ in general.

Shifting cultivation is not a speciality of 

Indian primitive tribes. It is a stage in the evolution 

of agricultural technique and sprecceds plough cultivation, 

(formally shifting cultivation or patch agriculture persists 

where topographic, climatic and socio-economic forces have 

not favoured technological progress in agriculture. So 

it is not surprising that this practice is found in one or 

other fora throughout the world.

The ’forming’ system of Vest Africa is a typical 

example of shifting cultivation. Tho Yoruba of Congo 

Basin and tho Bemba of ITorth-eastren Rhodesia follow a 

system of shifting cultivation. The Yao of Southern 

Hyasaland follow the slash-and-burnn type of cultivation 

common in Central Africa. The rural economy of Southern 

Nigeria still dominated by the system of bush fallowing. 

The mission of Solomon islands also clear their yam 

plots by burning under growth * In these areas, in order 



to prepare the new plots in forest belts, trees and bush 

are felled during later rains and the short dry period, 

while in the more open country to the north, the dried/, 

grass is burnt off in the dry season, and there lands are 

tilled for five to six years with one or two years interval 

The ashes provide the only fertiliser for the soil.

In South America, shifting cultivation is 

predo:ninant in the Boro of Westron Amezan forest and by 

Bakairi Indians of Upper Xingu region of South America. 

There in order to make a new patch, the larger trees are 

felled by burning and the small growth hacked down with 

stone axes, at the end of wetter season. When the rain 

have slackend the undergrowth and creepers are burned out 

by starting a number of fires. The ground is then broken • 

by the men with heavy wooden stakes and clubs and this 

wilderness of charred trunks and enoven ground the women 

go out in parties to plant the crop in with simple digging 

stocks•

The hill tribes of British North Borneo raise 

the rice crop on plots cleared and burnt in dense forests. 

On Indo-Chlna, the Moi burn forest plots on communal 

basis by the end of April and sow seeds. Shifting cultiva

tion is widely practiced in Burma by name Taungya culti

vation. The Voddh of Ceylon also carry on this system of 

cultivation over a considerable area.
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SHIFTING CULTIVATION in IIDIA:

Moot of the Indian tribal tracts are part of 

shifting cultivation belt. Patch agriculture ms practiced 

over wide areas by the tribals of Assam, Bengal, Bihar, 

Orissa, Central provinces, Hyderabad and Madras till 30 to 

40 years back. It is still survived in Assam, Orissa, 

Madhya Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh in relic form.

Shifting cultivation under the name ’Phung’ 

is still under practice in tho tribal tracts of Assam. 

Haga and Sena Naga tribes mostly engage in Jhun cultivation.

The Junngs of Orissa, practice are cultivation. 

They about know digging out, damming or terracing the 

fields. They carry on cultivation only on tho slopes of 

the hills after clearing then.

She tribes mostly engaged in bewar cultivation in 

Madhya Pradesh were Korkus in Petal, Kelghat and the Jagiras 

of Chinudwara and Hoskangabad, Baigas in Mandla, Balaghat, 

northern Bang and Bilaspur and the Maria in the Chanda. 

In 1867, moot of tills practice wao stopped by Government 

order«

SHIFTING CULTIVATION IN ANDHRA WTO 
—-iR i U—W—W————————fcW—«W — Wi— H -*—»——»* —»

Podu cultivation w common till recently 

among many tribes of oarstwhile Hyderabad combined Madras 

State which continued till the formation of Andhra 'Pradesh.
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Only after the Andhra Pradesh government took the managnent 

of forests, there was an end to shifting cultivation but 

not completely. Still in many parts of the state, it is 

existing.

Talugs of Paloucha and Ycllandu in Warangal 

District, Kolams and Naikpods of Asifabad, Rajura and 

Utnoor taluks of Adilabad were prominant tribes practicing 

podu in erstwhile Hyderabad. In the combined Hadras State, 

Savaras of Salur, Parvathipur and Dalakonda Taluk of 

Visakhapatnam District. The Borjas of the same district, 

Bombs of Agency of Visakhapatnam were the other tribes 

practing podu.

The predominant tribe who practice podu are 

Konda Reddis of West Godavari District. Besides them, 

Koyas of same region are also practing not more than 

their own requirements.

At present relatively backward tribal groups 

like Kolams, Hill Reddis, Klionds or Samanthas and Savaras 

chiefly subsist on •Podu’. Even the advanced tribal 

groups sometimes subsidiarily depend upon ’Podu1 if they 

do not have enough land for settled cultivation.

While It is fast vanishing from the tribal 

areas of Adilabad and Warangal, it is still practiced to 

a limited extent in Khamam and YZest Godavari Districts 

and is much rampant in the forest and hilly tracts of 

East Godavari, Visakhapatnam and Srikakulam District.



In Andhra Pradesh about 7.55?$ of the tribals 

arc estimated to be engaged in podu involving an area 

of about 42,000 acres. The particulars of area under 

•podu’ and the number of families praoting ’podu* in 

14 T.D.Blocks of the state are furnished below.

TABLE NO.25
BLOCK WISE DISTRIBUTION OF ’PODU’ CULTIVATION- ------------!--------------- --------------------------------------------

Sources- Shifting cultivation In Andhra Pradesh.
Tribal Cultural Research a Training Institute. 
1969 p.177 Research paper-III.

SI.
Ho. Block Total area 

under culti
vation.

Area under 
’podu’

no.of families 
engaged in 
podu.

1. Bhadragiri 14,030.25 6,615.90 4,326

2. Baehipenta 13,350.24 1,775.75 1,253

3* V.R.Puram 4,880.00 482.52 308

4. Bhadrachalam 26,885.00 107.00 83

5. Rampachodavaram 25,897.00 1,363.00 1,202

6. Maredumilli 13,789.00 7,341.00 7,107

7. Kunavaram 13,222000 2,575.00 1,828

8. Addatoegala 33,155.00 353.00 305

9. Koyyuru 2,861.30 210.00 166

10. Rajavomaangi 5,488.27 303.06 225
11. G.uadugala 22,151.50 8,650.00 5,258
12. Chintapalli 21,500.00 200.00 • •
13. Polavaram 4,123.49 563.28 419
14. Podabayalu 10,375.50 3,286*50 2,532
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The above table shows that the area under 

’podu’ cultivation constitutes about 1/5 of total cul

tivated area of the 14 blocks under review.

STAGES OP PODU CULTIVATION^

Shifting cultivation on hill slopes cleared off 

forest growth io described as ’podu’• There are two types 

in podu (1) Konda Podu (2) Chelka Podu. VJhile podu prac

ticed in plain jungle clearing and flat lands io known as 

Chelka podu and podu confined to hill slopes is called as 

’Konda podu’«

0i& a man lias cleared a piece of ground, it 

remains in his undisputed possession for as long as he 

wishes to raise a crop. As soon as abandons the field his 

claim lapses automatically and the land comes under the 

joint possession of the village. After 10 or 12 years, 

once a it comes under the axe.

Even though the dress, decoration, political 

structure and behavior patterns of Kondu Reddls are under

going rapid changes due to long standing and increased 

contacts with plains people, their agricultural practices 

and other methods of exploiting nturo remained relatively 

unchanged.

Generally podu patches ere selected by taking 

into consideration, the existence of soft soil, thick 

loaf fall, shrub jungle growth, nearness to the village 

and absence of heavy boulders and big trees.



•Podu’ operation start as early as Harch or 

April i.e. in the early days of summer season. After 

selecting the suitable patch, the men folk cut the trees 

and clear the bush with hand axes and knives respectively 

and leave them on the podu patthh to dry up till the end 

of April in the hot sun of the summer* When the branches 

and stumps are sufficiently driedup for about one month, 

the bead of the family visits the podu patch one evening 

and set fire to the dried up branches and shurbs. Evon 

the stumps of big trees are burnt down to the maximum 

possible extent.

Three or four days after the whole family goes 

to the podu patch and men, women and children spread the 

ashes all over tho field. Potash and -^ohosphates present 

in tho ashes of the burnt vegetation enrich the fertility 

of the virgin soil. But this fertility lasts only two or 

three years and after that period the exhausted patch is 

abandoned and another plot is selected to repeat the 

process.

The elderly malo members of the family either 

hoe the field or rake it with a digging stick so as to 

loosen the soil and cover the ashes with the loose soil. 

Just before the on ®*at of the monson l.e. in the last 

weok of Hay, seeds are either dibble! or broad cast in 

the ‘podu* field. Pulses like redgram, blackgran are 

dibblad with a digging stick while small millet such as 

*Sanai1, tGantil etc. and cereals like Jowar are broad cast



Normally in the first year single crops are 

raised and from the second year mixed crops are grown. 

In most tribes seeding is proceeded by a feat which 

culminates in a solemn sacrifice.

After receiving the monsoon rains, the seeds 

start germinating slowly and within fifteen days after 

monsoon break, the behole plot looks like green carpet. 

Usually no systematic breeding operations are undertaken 

on Konda Podu, VJhoreas in Chelto Podu two am three 

heedings may have to be done. Only in the first year, 

heeding will be undertaken on hill slope patches both 

the help of hill hooks to oust the heeds. The growth of 

heeds is more abundant on podu than on plains plough 

cultivation. Women and children participate in heeding 

operations. Generally, it takes one week for a family 

of four members to heed out one acre of •podu1 field.

The crops are continuously guarded against 

the dapredations of wild pig, deer, monkeys and every 

kind of bird, normally, shifting cultivators build solid 

houses on the edge of their field move with their families 

Birds are most tiresome and constant menace to the riming 

crons. At various points the watcher in the field erroets 

split bamboo clappert, which can be operated by strings 

which produce a clattor frightens the animals. Most boys 

and men use sling to hit the birds, Firing is also 

practiced at night to entangle the pigs from damaging the



Different crons are harvested at different 

times depending upon the time each variety of crop takes 

for ripening. In the nixed crop podu field the short tern 

crops are harvested first by reaping tho com ears with a 

slckelo and the long torn crops are left out until their 

torn of ripening* Thrashing ground will be specially 

prepared® either in the field or in the front yard of 

their huts*

The com oars ara spread on the thrashing 

ground and allowed to dry in the sun for one or two days. 

The oom io separated frora tho cars by either trampling 

the corn cars with tho holp of bullocks or buffaloes or 

by testing then with sticks* The husk is separated from 

the corn by winnowing then with a vrinaov?ing fan or basket* 

The light husk is carried away by the wind while the rela

tively heavy grains fall in a heap* Thus the grain are 

collected and stored in baskets for future consumption*

Thus from sowing to harvesting tho ’rsdu1 

operations Require continuous watch and ward throu^i^eut* 

Podu Is of two typ~c vis*, CJholka podu and Konda podu*

The min occupation of Konda Reddle previously 

was podu cultivatles* But it was bean found that there 

io a big shift in this ncpect towards settled agriculture* 

It doos not man that they are net oil practicing podu at 

all* Besides the reasons for thio such shift as alreadjr 

mentioned there are ample nuiter practicing podu*
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The particulars of tho number of households 

practicing podu both partly and wholly according to 

village wise in the four selected villages and extent of 

land under podu in respective villages are presented below:

TABLE NO, 26
NUMBER OF noUSTHOLDS ENGAGED ITT PODU AND 
**" r^irOFYAfm “

S«NOt Name of the 
village.

Mo. of
H,Hs 

studied

No.of H,Hs engaged 
in podu ________

ffompfetoly Partly
Extent of 
podu land

1, Tutigunta 38 13 5 41.40 acs.

2, Tekur 19 1 6 9.50

3. Oheeduru 30 • • 3 3.50

4, Tamlakunta 13 5 • • 13.00

a
From the above table it is evidnt that the podu 

cultivation is still in practice in the four villages. The

percentage of households depending on podu to tho total 

surveyed households is 33# and tho average size of podu 

holding is 1.62 acres of land. Further the analysis re

veals that the percentage of households depending on podu 

completely and partly is 57.58$ and 42,42# respectively.

The particulars of crops grown the four villages 

and extant of area under such crops are furnished below:



TABLE HO.27

(Extent in Acres)

SHIFTING COTTIVATIOn - MAJOR CROPS GROTO III POLO CULTIVATION

ITane of the 
crop.

TUTIGUNTA TEKUR________CIETS'JRV —Total Percen 
tageRonda OHelka Ronda Chelka Ronda Qhelka Kohda Chaika

1. Jov>nr 17 .50 2*00 1.00 1.00 .. • « 2.50 24.00 36.1
2.Jo ar and 

Horseg:?aa 3.90 . • .. 5.00 * « 9 9 2.50 3.50 14.90 22.4

3 ♦Jovjar and 
Redgran 4.00 .. 1.50 1.00 .. • • • « 6.50 9.8

4.Jomr+P.ed-
gran+Covrpea 10.50 .. 1.00 • • • • 4.50 « . 16.00 24.1

5.0ingelly • • •• • ♦ • • .. 1.50 • ♦ 1.50 2.3

6.Chillies • • 1.00 • . • • « . • • ♦ • 1.00 1.5

7.Blackgran 2.00 « • ♦ • • • • • •« • • 2.00 5.0

8.Tobacco • ♦ 0.50 « • • ♦ • • • • • • • • 0.50 0.8

Totalt 55.90 5.50 1.00 7.50 2.00 1.50 7.00 6.00 66.40 100
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MAJOR CROPS GROTH Iff POW CTOTIVATIOlh

The total average in the four villages under 

podu cultivation (both Konda and Chelka) is 66*40 acres. 

Mostly the crops grown on podu fields are nixed. Maxima 

podu area during Kharif 1970-71 ms under Jo war raised as 

single crop in those four villages which comes to 36.1$ 

jowar mixed with other crops too covered a considerable 

extent of podu area in these villages. The particulars 

of such mixed crops are already presented in the table. 

The percentages of such mixed cx*op extons ax’e 22.4$ 

(Jowar + Horsograni), 9.8$ (Jowar 4- Redgraa) and 24.1$ 

(Jo war + Redgram + Coupoa^.

Other commercial crops in those villages vis., 

Glngelly, Ghillies, Blackgram and Tobacco, arc grown only 

on Cholka podu land, the extent wider those crops is very 

negligible. However, 2.3$ of the podu area was under 

gingelly, 3.0$ under Black gram, 9.5$ under chillies and 

only 0.8$ under tobacco.

Jowar io grown in also almost all the four 

illages, the mxteurn being In Tutigunta, Jowar and Horse

gram mixedly have boon raised in Tutigunta, Tekur and 

Tanalakunta. Jowar, Redgram and Cowpea have been raised 

co ibindly in all four villages. Gingelly is exclusively 

raised in Cheeduru and further, chillies black gran and 

tobacco were axiised only Tutigunta by Konda Ready farmers.

The following is the cost of cultivation of

one acre of ’Konda podu’ for single ’Kondakandl’.



TABLE NO,28

s,No. Operations parti* Labour .onga^ed 
flonen

_0o jt (in Jb. 1____
oulars♦ Hen Labour Seed

1. Belling of the Trees 
and burning (cost 
Rs.2.00 for Lien)

25 ♦ * 50.00 * •

2. Spreading of ashes 
and hoeing(Cs.1.5O 
for men and 1.00 
per women)

6 4 13.00 • ♦

3. Seed and Bibbing 
(1.00 per seer
Redgram)

3 4 8.50 4.00

4• Interculturul 
operations

8 10 15.50 • •

5. Jntes? Crop watching (one month) 30.00 • •

6. Harvestings - 
a) Reaping 3 5 9.50 • •
b) Bundling and 

stacking 4 2 8.00

c) Threshing 
winnowing etc. 5 3 15.50 • •

Totals 54 28 150.00 4.00

The cost of cultivating of one acre of Konda 

Knandi 1g Hs.154/*» The average th yield of Konda Kandt per 

acre is 1 bag or 100 kgs. with the value of Rs.130/- The 

average yield of husk per acre is 3 bags, its total cost 

is Rs.15/<

Profit or loss » Total incone-Cost of one acre 
cultivation.

« fo. 145*154 « fe*9*00

Thus net loss is &♦ 9*00/*

The above table includes the inputed ost of 

family labour and exchange labour. The above table reveals 

that cultivation of single crops on •podu* fields is in 
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no way benefitable to the Konda Reddis.

To know the comparative idea of the economics of 

single crop ’podu1 field and a mixed crop fpodu’ field, the 

analysis of a mixed crop is given as below:

TABLE NO. 29
COST OF CULTIVATION OF ONE ACRE OF HIKED CROP 

(M/Aftl, REDOTA^ AND COtfPSA)

S.No. Operation parti
culars •

Labour Cost (in Rs.)
Men Women Labour Seeds

1. Clearing the field 15 • • 30.00
hoeing the field 6 « • 12.00
(Rs. 2.00 for men and 
fe.1.50 for women)

2. Seeds and dibbling 
and sowing 4 • • 6.00
jowari-4 seers • • • • 200
1 seer cost 0.50 
Redgram 2 seers
1 seer cost 1.00 ♦ ♦ •• • • 2.00
Cowpea 5 seers
1 seer cost 0.75 • • • • * • 2.25

3. interculture:
a) First weeding ♦ • 12 9.00
b) Second weeding • • 10 7.50

(0.75 P. per 
woman)

4 • Cropwatching One month 35*00
5. Harvesting:

Reaping of Jawar • * 5 5.00
Reaping of Redgram 4 2 6.50
Reaping of Cowpea 4 3 8.00 •
Threshing: 
a)Preparation of 2 1 4.00ground
b) Threshing of Jawari 3 2 9.00cJThreshing of Red- 4 5 .75gram
d)Threshing of Cowpea 2 2 7.00

54 38 159.75 6.25
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Thus to. 166 is the cost of cultivating of one 

acre of mixed crops (Jwari, Redgram, Cowpea), The total 

number of workers engaged is 92 persons. The following 

are details of values of mixed crops1 yield and input 

value.

Cost of mixed crop cultivation « te. 166/- 
Crop-wice yields arc:
Cost of 1£ bag or 150 kgs. of Jowari ste.65.OO 
Cost of 50 Kgs. of Redgram =te. 60.00
Cost of 65 Kgs.of Cowpea fete. 60.00

Total cost of the mixed te.185*00 
crop yield.

Profit = cost of total yield of mixed crop - 
cost of cultivation of mixed crop 

« Rs. 185-166
Profit » Fs.19<

Here the fact is that the mixed crops are grown in i
the second year so that there is no necessity to spend the 

amount on felling the trees. Thus podu is not profitable 

if it is viewed entirely from an economic point of view.

But actually, he undertakes all the operations with his 

family members without hiring. So the whole product appears 

to be profitable. The most important fact in Konda Reddis 

continued love for •podu1 cultivation is that it forms 

part of his cultural milieu in Which he is broughting.

The cultivation of podu requires minimum investment of 

capitl and can be undertaken with the simple and primitive 

implements which are within his easy reach. Konda Reddis 

also believed that the podu gives them freedom of action 

which they loved very much, further they believe that the 

podu can be undertaken with the help of his family and other 
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family members. •POdu* is the only alternative land on 

which he can grow the food grains, i n the absence of fertile 

land in and arround his habitat. The important factors res

ponsible for the continuance of’podu’cultivation are 

(1) lack profit motive and (2) ignorance of profit-loss 

account. Shifting cultivation in tribal areas is suitable 

in absence of diffusion if innovations like chemicalferti

lisers, seeds, agricultural implements and pesticides etc. 

Thus a number of social economic and cultural factors have 

contributed to the prevalence of ’podu’ cultivation.

Jowar is tho major crop raised on podu fields by 

most of the Konda Reddy farmers in all the four villages. 

The total yield of Jowar in 1970-71 Kharif raised on podu 

fields by the Konda Reddis among those 100 selected in all 

the four villages comes to 9,454 Kgs. with a value of 

Es.4>727/*» As the major item of their food being Jowar, 

the marketable surplus will normally be less left with them. 

Though 2,727 Kgs. constitute marketed surplus, nearly 50%. 

if it was the forced marked surplus in order to repay the 

kind debts received by them with 100% rate of interests.

Horsegram is the pulse grown mostly by Konda 

Reddis. The red coils present in these areas of conduciee 

for this crop. Only very less amount was kept for domestic 

consumption and the rest was sold out. 91.5% ef the total 

production of 1,040 Kgs to Ilorsegram was sold out by them 

In 1970*71 with a rate of Rs.70/* per 100 Kgs. bag.
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Red gram end Cowpea also were raised on the podtl 

on a considerable extent* They were mostly raised in mixture 

with Jowar in these area* But the yields were very low with 

average yield of 75 Kgs. per acre (both Redgram and Cowpea). 

Redgran is mostly used by them in regular diet. So the 

marketed surplus of Redgram last year was 629 Kgs. out of 

ntotal production of 874 Kgs. The rate that was offered by 

the merchants to Konda Reddis was Rs.1 per one Kg. of Redgran. 

850 of the total production of Kgs .485 of cowpea was marketed 

at a rate of one rupee per kg.

Father, Gingelly and Blackgram wore also the crops 

raised on Chelka podu which added to the incomes of Konda 

Reddis though in small proportions 125 Kgs. of gingelly out 

of total production. Of 150 Kgs had been marketed by them 

whose value amounted to Rs* 150/* and 30 Kgs out of 50 Kgs of 

black gram was also marketed last year at a rate of one 

rupee per Kg<

Ghillies and Tobacco, on small proportions of 

Chelka podu, were exclusively raised for domestic consump

tion purposes. The yields wore very low because they are 

totally rain fed. The yields per acre on Chelka podu fields 

came to 25 Kgs. and 100 Kgs. in the cases of Chillies and 

Tobacco respectively.

The sole marketing agency in all these villages 

is private merchant coming from Pclavaram and rates offered 

by him are very meagre.
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The following table shows particulars of Yield, 

consumption, and marketing of various crops.

TABLE HO.30
YIELD, CONSUMPTION AND MARKETING 

(SHIFTING CULTIVATjOtT)

S.No. Name of the 
Crop.

PRODUCTION CONSUMPTION MARKETING «■»*»■» Mfr Mfr Mfr Mfr «M MfrMfr Mfr Mfr «&fr * frfr»«M MfrMfr «MMfr «•*«•«»«
Quan
tity.

Value Quan- Value 
tity.

(in Rupees)

Quan
tity.

Value

1. Jowar 9,454 4,727 6,730 3,365 2,724 1,362

2. Redgram 874 874 245 245 629 629

3. Horsegram 1,040 728 85 59.50 955 668.

4. Cowpea 483 483 72 72 411 411

5. Gingelly 150 300 25 50 125 250

6. Chillies 25 62.50 25 62.50 «• * •

7. Blackgram 50 75 20 30 30 45

8, Tobacco 50 350 50 350 • . • •

TRANSIPIONt

The new wonts as well as new agricultural products 

have increased monetary and market economy among Konda Reddy 

community to a considerable extent. It has been soon rea* 

liseinby them the benifits of exploiting the soil to its 

maximum capacity with the use of improved implements. In 

this transition, they began to domestic the cattle for their 

agricultural operations and in course time, they shifting to 

plough cultivation.
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With the extension of an effective administration 

over the hill tracts, the Reddis became liable to money 

payments, xor tho cultivation of the land and the forest 

produce. In order to meet these obligations he had to 

commute into cash many of his marketable goods, hitherto 

bartered against articles for his ow consume. But at the 

same time, suostained and growing contact with lowlanders 

instilled into him a taste for certain previously rare or 

even unknown commodities, Some of these commodities, such 

as certain spices, clothes, metal and glass ornaments were 

at xirst luxuries, but soon these luxuries grew into wants, 

and to balance the new expenditure the Redd! had to supple

ment his income either by increasing the output of his 

exchangable surpluses or by selling his own labour. They 

follow the latter type. The exploitation of the rich 

timber and bamboo growth in the hills offered unlimited 

employment to all men willing to engage in forest labour. 

Contact with other castes not only stimulated the growth 

of wants, but it brought the Redd! into close contact 

with now and more advanced methods of agriculture. Where 

tho country lent itself to permanent cultivation parti

cularly in the fertile, ho began to plough with bullocks 

and to cul tivate small areas of flat ground in addition 

to cutting •podu* on hill slopes, Beth regular forest 

labour and plough~cultivatlon on permanent fields foestered 

a geator stability of settlement. Thus ultimately it led 

to the formation of the large villages on the Godavari bank, 



whose inhabiuar.us are today only partly dependent on ’podu1 

and forest produce, end subsist to a Targe extent on the 

prO'i-’io—> received from merchants in payment for their 

labours in the forest and on the yield of their plough-land.

The Reddis association with timber merchants and 

the development of plough-cultivation were interdependent 

processes • The merchants must have encouraged the Reddis 

to settle in the villages on the Godavari bank and to take 

to the plough, thereby they were tied to one locality, and 

thus were assured a constant supply of forest labourers. 

Host of the new settlers depended for the supply of forest 

labourers on the merchants, and when they received bullocks 

on credit, it was mainly for the purpose of transporting 

bamboos and timber from the interior to the river bank, 

but in tlie intervals of forest—labour they used the animals 

also for ploughing.

The interest of tho two occupations began to con

flict with the Intensification of both forest-exploitation 

and plough-cultivation. Because of growing demand for 

bamboo at Rajahnundry market, the merchants began to view 
I 

with disfavour the agricultural preoccupations of their 

employees. Because the Reddis had proved successful 

plough-cultivators; now they are unwilling to neglect agri

culture inorder to supply the merchants with increasing 

quantities of bamboo and timber* Many Reddis carried on 

both occupations side by side. Very few gave up forest

labour and returned to a purely agricultural economy. 

Thus this was roughly the development in the Grotawarl 

Region*
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considerable proportions i.e*10.6$ and 9.4$ respectively.

Host of the owner cultivating households have 

a family comprising of 3*5 members (60$). Even households 

of 6*8 else constitute the owner cultivators (29$). There 

are practically no households in the sice of 9*11 having 

land and very insignificant number in the sise of 12 and 

above number of members.

The important conclusion from the above table 

is that most of the households come under 0-2.50 acres sise 

of holding and with a family of 3-5 members.

The typo of land owned by Konda Reddis’ is dry.

The extent of podu land possessed by them will be only for 

3 to 4 years. Though they claim ownership on the dry land, 

they are not surveyed lands in any of the village except few 

in Tanalakunta. Most of the households will be having dry 

land as well as podu lands also.

Such important as extent of lands both dry and 

podu in each village separately are presented village in 

the following table.

TABLE HQ..33
TYPES op laitd WsWsct by konda reddis

Name of the 
village.

No. of
H.IIb 
studied

No. of
H.Hs 

having 
dry land

Extent 
(per H.H)

No. of
H.HB 

having 
pddu land

Extent 
(per H.H)

Tutigunta 38 21 
(55g)

127.50 
(6.07g)

18 
(47g)

41.40 . 
(2.3050

Tokur 19 17 
(90g)

103.50
(6.950

7 
(31.5g)

8.50 
(1.21g)

Oheeduru 30 28 
(9370

118.50
(4.23)

3
(10.0g)

3.50
(1.61)^analakunta 13 3 

(2350
18.00

(6.00)
5 

(38.5g)
13.00 
(2.60)

Total W"•"?F“ ■ 387.50(5,3^3 66.40(42.12)
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BFFBOTS OF CHANGES IN AGRICOTTUPAL METHODS:

Recent legislations restricting podu lias contri

buted to shift from podu to settled agriculture* A Reddi 

relinquishes his traditional mode of life and ranges along 

Iiis neighbours when turning from podu to plough-cultivation* 

The following are the main factors of change. As a podu 

cutting man, he occupies owner of permanent fields he en

joys economic prospects similar to those of other ordinary 

cultivators and has become subject to tho same economic 

needs. The yield of settled land that a man cultivate with 

ploughs and bullocks is larger than that of a podu clearing 

worked by any single household. Thus, larger harvests free 

the Reddi from gathering of forest produce, and allows him 

to raise his standard of living by exchanging surplus grail * 

This is the attraction of plough cultivation. But on the 

other hand he becomes burdened with a number of new res
ponsibilities. They are (l) to plough he must have cattle, 

(2) he has to buy ploughing cattle on credit or borrow a pair 

of bullocks against a share of the crop (3) there are Reddis 

who have inherited a sufficient stock of cattle to breed 

their own draught animals, but their number is small and 

the majority are always in difficulties over procuring or 

repalaclng bullocks for ploughing and manuring their fields. 

(4) besides these investments, the Reddi must find the 

money for land-revenue which is considerably higher that 

imposed on Podu Cultivation. The necessity of raising 

the cash dues and land revenue on his land will affecting 

the Reddis to abandon their plough lai^and return to the 

hills for podu cultivation.
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SI215 OP HOLDING

Further, the analysis of the else of land holding 

is one of the important aspects of agriculture • The size of 

holding among the Konda Reddy households having land in the 

manner of size of the household are presented below:

TABLE ITO.32 
SIgS OF LARD HOLDIHG.

Size of House- No.of Households in the size
holds • ________ __________of holding, x _______

0-2.50 2.51-5.00 5.01-7.50 7.51-10.00 10.00+

1-2 4 4 1 • * 1 10

3-5 22 15 5 3 6 51

6—8 7 11 3 1 1 23

9-11 * ♦ • • ♦ * • • « « • •
12+ ♦ • 1 * • • . • • 1

Total: 33 31 9 4 0 85

It is evident that out of 100 Konda Reddy house

holds studied 85 households are having land. The land in

cludes the dry and podu. There are no wet lands at all in 

any of the four villages.

The observations from the above table are 

given below:

39^ households are in the size of holding 0-2.50 

acres. These constitute the maximum. As man as 36.4$ of 

the households are in the size of holding of 2.51*5.00 acres. 

The percentage of households in the 7.51*10.00 acres is 

insignificant. In the 5.01-7.50 acres size of holding and 

10,00 and above size of holding, the households constitute
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Cheeduru ranks first in the matter of land (dry) 

possessed by households, 93? of 50 Konda Reddy households 

possess dry land. Next cones Tekur where 90? of surveyed 

Konda Reddy households of land wowners. In Tutigunta and 

Tanalakunta they constitute 55? and 25? respectively.

With regards to ownership of Podu lands,47? of 

surveyed households in Tutigunta have podu, many of them 

also come under the households possessing dry lands. In 

Tanalulrunta, there are 53.5? households Podu land who ore 

more than the owners of dry land. There are considerable 

proportion in Tekur possessing podu lands (31.5?). In 

Cheeduru, they constitute very low percentage (10?).

Calculated the per household holding of dry land, 

the average extent of land possessed by 69 households of 

100 surveyed Konda Reddy households is 5*32 acres. Booking 

at tho village wise por household possession, Tekur re

gisters 6-09 acfes which is highest compared to other three 

villages. Next comes, Tutigunta with an average possession 

of 6.07 acres per households. Tanalakunta also stands in 

the approximately sane rank with an average acreage of 

6.00 acros por household among tho land owing households. 

Cheeduru stands last with an average acreage of 4.25 acres 

por household.

On tho v/hole, the average Podu acerage Btonds 

at 2.12 acres per household. An observation at the por 

household possession of podu land in four villages separatly, 

it is highest in Tanalakunta (2.60 acres per household) and 

Tutigunta the such possession in Tutigunta is 2.50 acres.
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In Tekur and Checduru, the average podu acreages per house

hold are 1,21 and 1.16 acres respectively.

The conclusion from the above data is that extent 

of podu practiced by Konda Reddis now a days is not high 

enough to sustain on it. Even the per household possession 

of dry lands are not oven high.

To give a birds eye view regarding the number 

of selected Konda Reddy households depending on land and 

other sources, the following table is presented here:

TABLE ITO. 34

ITame of the 
village.

number of people 
depending on land

Number of people 
depending on other 
sources.

1 .Tutigunta 21 17

2.Tekur 17 2

3.Cheeduru 28 2

4 .Tanalakunta 3 8

LAUD LEASING PARTICULARS:

TABLE NO. 35
TAMP LEASING PARTICULARS

Name of the 
village•

No.of H.H0 
who have 
leased out 
their lands.

Extent
No.of H.Hs 
who have 
leased in

Extent

1.Tutigunta 13 52.00 2 3.50
2, Total# 11 57.00 • • . «
S.Cheeduru 4 7.00 3 5.50
4.Tanalakunta 1 6.00 • . «•

Total: 29 122.00 5 9.00
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The analysis of the table discloses that the 

number of households 1 eased-out is more than loase-in 

households. Konda Reddis, out of their financial ineffi

ciency could not cultivate their own lands and thus leofidd- 

out for very meagre rates ranging between Rs.50-100 and they 

livo by hiring out their labour to the same person to whom 

they have leased out. The persons who loase-in the lands 

from Konda Reddis ore mostly migrated plains. The most 

prevailing method of leasing transactions is cash payment. 

Kind payment and share cropping also prevail but that is 

mostly from their relatives but not from others.

40$ of ®he land owing Konda Reddite households 

in all the four villages combined havelbosed out their 

lands. Tliis includes leasing of either whole or part of 

their holdings.

Such percentage is highest (64$) in Tekur and 

it is 62$ in Tutigunta. In Tanalakunta one out of 3 land 

lords have leasodout half of his holdings. It is very 

low percentage in Choeduru who have leased out their 

lands(only 14$).

With records to leasing in of lands by Konda 

Reddjts, they constitute insignificant proportion i.e. 

only 9 out of 100 households surveyed in the four villages. 

There are none in Tekur and Tanalakunta. Only 2 out of 

39 in Tutigunta and 3 out of 30 in Oheeduru have lease in 

lands, that too all from their relatives on the basis of 

either kind payment or share cropping. Wen the extent 

in these two villages is also not much in 1971. There 
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are none among the 100 households in Konda Reddy tribe who 

have been benifitted by Land Reclamation scheme.

A brief description of various operations in 

settled cultivation practiced in these four villages by 

Konda Reddis is given operation-wise.

Generally preploughing is done in the month of 

er April or Hoy in these village. Ploughing starts 

with the onset of monsoons, normally in July. There, land 

is often ploughed 5 to 4 times in ti’onsvrse direction and 

number varies with the nature of crop and soil. Thus the 

land made ready for transplantation or broadcasting of the 

seed.

Just before broadcasting or transplanting, they 

apply farm yard manure, which will be transported to fields 

with the help of bullock carts or headloads just before 

ploughing but in very low quantities. Pew Konda Reddy 

farmers who began to grow cash crops like (Chillies, G2), 

Tobacco and improved varitios of paddy recently are using 

chemical fertilisers.

In all these villages crops are rainfed. There 

are practically no irrigation facilities available to then. 

So with sufficient rains, they will generally broadcast 

the eeedefand very few farmers undertake tmnsplation.
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CROP -USE -ACREAGE ARD YIELDS:

Prior to the inception of Community development 

Programme, the tribal farmers used to grow Jewari, Paddy 

etc. Recently sone acculturatcd Konda Reddi farmers have 

learnt to grow non-traditional crops on the rccor-inenda- 

tions of the authorities of Community Development programmes, 

Tho cultivation of corriondrum, chillies, varjeenia tooacco 

and gingelly crops is slowly gaining prominence in the 

village. Chillies(G*2), and Varjenia Tobacco is prominently 

grown in Tutigunta and Tekur villages whereas gingelly is 

grown in Tanalalcunta.

Among Konda Reddis in Tutigunta village the gross 

croped area io 90 acres, 55*50 acres is in Tckuru, 73.50 

acres is in Chocduru and in Tanalakunta village the gross 

cropped area is 11.50 acres.

TABLE FO.3 6
AUALXSYSIS OP THE PAgT? ^..-01

VARIOUS CROPS,

Crop Tutirwita 2oltur_____Oheeduru---- ?S2Si&kunta
ScoesT ~~**~"**~*Ac?es7 Acres. Acres.

21.00 
(23.3^)

9*00 
(15.2%)

15.00 
(2.4%)

2.50
(21.7%)jowari

Paddy 47.50 
(52.75')

Redgram ,0.50
<0.5%)

Blackgron 2.00 
(2.2%)

Greengram 3.00 
(3.3%)

Horsegram • •

35.50 ik
(63.9%)

50.00 
(54.4%)

2.00
(17.5 0

2.50 • •• • (3.450
2.50 • *• ♦

(3.4%)
2.50 4.00 • •

(4.5*) (5.4%)
4*50 1.50 % 7.00

(8.150 (2.04%) (60.8%)
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The traditional cropping pattern in the four 

villages is given in tho above table. The gross cropped 

area in Tutigunta is 23>3$> 15.2$ in Tekur and 2.4% and 

21.7$ in Cheeduru and Tanalakunta respectively. Tho total 

cropped area under paddy is 52.7%, 63*9% 54.4% and 17.3% 

in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages 

respectively# In Tutigunta village the gross cropped area 

under Redgram is 0,5$ whereas in Cheeduru village 3*4% is 

under Redgram;±s while in Tekur and Tanalakunta 

Redgram is not grown as a single crop in settled plough 

cultivation at present. Under Blackgran the total cropped 

urea in Tutigunta is 2#2:*, whereon in Cheeduru 3,4% is 

under this crop. Last year i.e. in 1970*71 this crop was 

not grown in Telcuru and Tanalakunta villages. The total 

cropped area under groegram is 3.3%, 4*5$ and 5,4$ in 

Tutigunta, Tekur and Cheeduru villages respectively, 

whereas in Tanalakunta this crop is absent. Under Horse- 

gran tho total cropped area in Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanala- 

kunto, is 8.1$, 2.04%, and 60.8% respectively, while in 

Tutigunta this crop is absent. Thus 81 *6%, 80,1$, 74*8$ 

and 39.1$ of the cropped area is under cereals, respectively 

in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and Tanalakunta villages, 

whereas the cropped area under pulses is 12.7%, 12.6%, 14.2% 

and 60.8% in Tutigunta, Tekur, Cheeduru and and Tanalakunta 

respectively. By the above figures we can conclude that 

the percentage of cereals crop is more than the percentage 

of pulses.
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TABLE ITO, 37

ANALYSIS OF CROPPING PATTERN (OF HYY) 
(in acres')

Name of 
pulses

TUTIGUNTA 
Acres

TEKUR
Acres

CHEEDURU 
Acres

2AIIALAKUIITA
Acres

Chillies 6.50 
(7.2;')

1.50 
(2.7%)

3.00 
(10.8%)

. •

Tobacco
(Varjeenia)

7.00 
(7.7%)

2.50
(4.5%)

• » • •

Corriondrum 3.00 
(3.0%)

• • • « • •

CASH CROPS? Cash crops grovm and average in the four 

village is given in the above table• The gross cropped area 
under chillies in Tutigunta is 7.2$, in Tekur 2.7% is devoted 
for ^billies cultivation, 10.8$ is the total cropped area in 

Cheeduru whereas in Tanalakunta village the cropped urea 

under chillies is absent. The total cropped area under 

Tobacco is 7.7y and 4.5$ in Tutigunta and Tekur villages 

respectively; while in Choocturu and Tanalakunta villages 

this crop is not cultivated. In Tutigunta village only 

3.00 of the total cropped area is devoted for corriandrum, 

whereas in the remaining 3 villages there is no cultiva

tion of corriunlrum. Thus by the above figures we can 

pay that the cropped area under pulses io absent in 

Tanalakunta os they do not possess cultivable land.

The Oomunity Development programmes partly 
convieing 

responsible for/eealMg the tribal farmers to cultivate 

the non-traditional crops and encouraged them by granting 

subsidies and aids in seeds and fertilizers.

CROP YIELDS;
The yield per acre of so me important crops like 

jowar, Faddy, Blackgram, Oroegram, Hors egram, Cerricuvhru i
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^edgram, Chillies and Tobacco arc showtn in the following 

table.

TABLE ITO. 38
PER AffTfflluLD OP VARIOUS CROPS(IIJ QUII^ALS)

Kame of the 
crop

Tutigunta ^ekur
(in quin-

Oheeduru 
;als)

Tanalakunta

Jonari 2.8 2.3 2.7 2.5

Paddy 5.29 3.64 4.15 3.0

Blackgram 1.0 • • 0.6 • .

Oreengram 1.1 1.0 0.95 • •

Horosegram ♦ • 1.7 1.5 2.0

Rcdgram 0.9 .. 0.8 • •

Chillies 1.4 1.1 1.0 • •

Tobacco 0.9 0.9 *•

Corriondrum 0.75 >* •. • •

In Tutigunta village 2.8 quintals is the yield 

of Jowar. Whereas in Tekur, Choeduru and Tanalakunta the 

yield per acre of Jovzar crop is 2,8, 2.7 and 2.5 quintals 

respectively. Thus the yield per acre of jowar declined 

in the last village vis., Tanalakunta. The average yield 

per acre of paddy is 5.29, 3.64, 4.15 and 3.0 q uintals 

in Tutigunta, Tekur, Oheeduru and Tanalakunta villages 

respectively. Thus those figures show that the yield 

per acre of paddy higher in yield aero is lower in two 

villages vis., Tekur and Tanalakunta.

The yield per acre of black gram is one and 0.6 

quintals in Tutigunta end Oheeduru villages respectively, 
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while in Tekur and whereas in Tekur and Tanalakunta this 

crop io not grown. 1.1, 1.0 and 0.95 quintals are average 

yield per acre of greengrun in Tutigunta, Tekur and 

Cheeduru villages respectively. The average yield of 

Hors©gram per acre in Tanalakunta, Tekur and Cheeduru 

villages are 2.0, 1.7 and 1.5 quintals respectively while 

in Tutigunta this crop is absent. The yield per acre of 

Redgram is 0.9, and 0.8 quintals in Tutigunta and Cheeduru 

villages respectively while in Tekur and tanalakunta 

villages this crop under plough cultivation is not grown. 

ITon-traditional crop vis., corriandrum is grown only in 

Tutigunta village and its per acre yield is 0.75 quintals. 

Another non-traditional crops vis., chillies and tobacco 

are grown in Tutigunta, Tokur and Cheeduru villages only 

whereas in Tcmalakunta these new crops are not grown as 

their land is not cultivable. The per acre yield of 

chillies in Tutigunta, Tekur and Cheeduru villages are 

1.4, 1.1 and 1.0 quintals respectively. The average yield 

of Tobacco per acre is 0.9, 0*9 quintals in Tutigunta and 

Tckuru villages respectively.

23.3%, 52*75$, O.55'>, 2.2$, and 3.3% of the gross 

cropped area are under traditional crops viz., Jowar, 

Paddy, Redgram, Blackgram and Greengram in Tutigunta 

village. In Tekur village the total cropped area under 

traditional crops vis., Jowar, Eady, Graengram and Horse

gram, are 15.29'* 65.9$, 4*5$ and 3.1$ resx)ectively. 

2.4$, 54*4$, 3*4$# 3.4$, 5*4$ and 2.04$ of the total 

cropped area are under- traditional crops like Jowar, 

Paddy, Redgram, Blaqkgram, Gro engram and Horsegram in 
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in Cheeduru village; while in Tanalakunta the gross cropped 

area under traditional crops like Jowar, Paddy and Horese- 

gran are 21.7$, 17.35' and 60.8$ respectively.

The gross cropped area in Tutigunta under non

traditional crops like chillies, tobacco and corriondrun 

are 7.2$, 7.7$ and 3#3$ respectively. 2.7$ and 4.5$ of 

the total cropped area are under non-tradi^ional crops vis., 

chillies and tobacco in Tekur village; while in Cheeduru 

village only one nontraditional crop is grown vis., chillies 

and its cropped arc is 10.8$. The Tanalakunta village is 

ignorant of the above nontraditional crops as their land 

is uncultivable and their resources are also very limited.

Thus by the above figures we can say that except 

in Tanalakunta, the cultivation of cereals is given first 

priority in the reraining 3 villages vis., Tutigunta, 

Tokuru and Cheeduru. Ilon-tradltional crops and non-ceroal 

crops are extensively grovzn in Tutigunta, Tekur and Cheeduru 

villages, while In Tanalakunta these nontraditional crops 

are not grown. On the whole per aero yields of various 

crops in Tutigunta, Tekur, and Cheeduru record tho highest 1 
yields than that of Thonalakunta.

*#|*
COSTS OF IMPUT A HD OUTPUT?

The following table presents the average cost of 

cultivation per acre of various crops grown in these vi 

the four selected villages, ^he table shows that the 
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per acre profits for each nontraditional crop is highly 

encouraging than the traditional crops, The profit per acre 

in nontraditional crops (Chillies, Tobacco) cultivation is 

ft.362 whereas it is Rs. 171/* in paddy (in Tutigunta village). 

Tho profit per acre of Jonar is far low when compared with 

other traditional crops.

The pulses and Jowari cultivators did not incurr 

any cost on fertilisers and pesticides. Whereas the use of 

fertilisers in the cultivation of non traditional crops is 

hi$x when compared with that of paddy. The costs incurred 

on seed am very high in tho case of paddy, followed by pulses 

chillies and tobacco. The cost of casual labour in paddy 

tops the lists followed by chillies, tobacco and pulses. 

Here an interesting feature is that the cost of casual labour 

in the cultivation of pulses are low since the number of 

operations tn these cfops are relatively few. The pulses 

and jo war crops awe not weeded os in the case of padjty and 

chillies. The cost on hired bullock labour is high in the 

case of chillies and tobacco crops followed by paddy and 

jjowur.

The profit per acre la the cultivation of jowar 

in Tutigunta village is Rs ,30/** which is,ofeourse, far low 

when compare to other crops. The average output values 

of jomr is ft. 140/*, its total cultivating cost io Rs. 110/*. 

The output value of jowar in Tokur is Rs,140/* its total 

cultivating cost is fc<113/*. Thus the profit of this crop 

is Rs. 27/-. While in Cheeduru and Tanalakunta the profit 

of tills crop is Rs. 22/**, fe.18/* respectively.



TABLE IT0.39

COST OP IHPUT AIIB OUTPUT PEMcRE

Crop name. igunta Tekurn Oheeduru Tanalakunta.
Cost 
per 

- acre

Cost of 
the pro
duce#

Profit Cost 
per 
acre

Cost of 
the pro
duce.

Profit Cost 
per 
acre 

(in Rupees)

Cost of 
the pro
duce

Profit ^ost 
per 
acre

Cost of 
the pro
duce.

Profit

1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Jomr 110 140 30 113 140 27 113 135 22 107 125 18

Paddy 147 318 171 140 219 79 143 250 107 155 180 25

Blackgram 60 150 90 -• ♦ • * ♦ • 48 90 42 • • • • « •

Praengram 55 138 83 59 125 83 53 112 59 • • • • • •

Redfjran 67 135 68 • • ♦ • • • 40 120 80 • • * • ♦ •

Horce.gr an * • • • • • 48 130 82 56 120 64 71 160 89
Chillies 198 560 362 208 440 232 174 400 226 • • • • «•

Carridrum 90 310 220 e ♦ • • • ♦ • • • ♦ • ♦ • • • • ♦ •

Tobacce 148 #40 392 145 520 375 . * • • • • • • • ♦ • *



The over all profit of paddy crop in four 

selected villages is !b.171/-t fe.79/-> Rs. 107 and Ps.25/~* 

The profit per acre of blackgram crop in Tutigunta village 

is !'j.9O/- while in Cheeduru its profit is Fj.42/-. The 

urofit from greegran crop is 73.85/- in Tutigunta and ?s,83/- 
in 

in Tekur and Cheeduru its profit is Vs.59• 50/-. Redgram 

is cultivated in Tutigunta and Cheeduru villages only. Its 

profit is £.68/- and fe.80/- in Tutigunta and Cheeduru 

villages respectively.

Chillies crops is nontratitional which is cultivated 

in Tutigunta, Tekur and Cheeduru. The overall profit per 

acre of the chillies crop is B.362/-, £.232/-, and Es.226/- 

in Tutigunta. Tekur and Cheeduru villages respectively. 

Carrdandrura is cultivated only in Tutigunta. Its profit 

is fe.220/-. To Me co is cultivated in Tutigunta and Tekur 

Villages. Its overall profits is Rs.392/-, Rs. 375/- in 

Tutigunta and Tekur villages respectively.

AQRIC^TtTRAL WRITSim TROGWlTg:

The lion’s share of tribal Development funds 

goes to agriculture only. Efforts have been made to re

volution the agriculture in the block by Agricultural 

Extension Officers, and village level workers. For the 

benefit of tribal farmers, the technical guidance, improved 

seeds and implements, chemical fertilisers and pesticides 

fungicides are made available in Polavarom block.
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In tills block, high yielding varieties like 

I*R*8, Jagamadha, Bankaja, I.R. S*L«013* and C.32*32 

have been introduced* During the Kharif season of 1970-71, 

440 Kgs* of I*R*8 seed ms distributed by the block to 

the ryots of the three circles vis., Kondrukota* Koutur 

and Pragadapalli. 95 Kgs of Jagannadha ms also distri

buted by the block to the ryots during the Kharif season 

of 1970-71* 465 Kgs. of I.R4» 200 Kgs. of Pantoja* 150 Kgs. 

of S *1*0*13, and 150 Kgs of 0.32*32 seeds were also dis

tributed by the block to the tribal ryots. But the average 

yield per acre was not upto the mrk os expected* due to 

the drought condition that occured last year (1970-71) 

during the season the crops had been badly effected* 

hybrid miso* and wheat seeds were also supplied by the 

block to the tribal farmers. 32 Kgs< of Kaise (Gan uc) 

and 10 Kgs. of what (sons) were supplied to the famorc 

by the block, during the Kharlf season* It was told that 

the tribal far tors coming forward take hybrid variety of 

chilling and tobacco. 16 Kgs* of chillies foods (G-2) 

was supplied to the farmers in this block by the •national 

seeds corporation*, Hyderabad, during the last year’s 

Kharlf season* 22 Kgs* of Varljconia tobacco seeds was 

also mtpplied to the tribal formers of the villages in 

tills block by tho I .LT .D.Company during the imby season 

bf the lost year.

Chemical fertilisers like urea* Ammeniun Sulphate 

and C.A.TV have been supplied to the tribal f&rnern of 

three circles* 15*7 tonnes of Arnontu i Sulphate* 26 

quintals of wrea and 9 quintals of G*Y.n*have been supplied 
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to the tribal farmers of these three circles. 15*7 tones 

of Aumoniun Sulphate, 26 quintals of urea and 9 quintals 

of OJUN. have been supplied by this block to tribal 

farmers during the Kharif and Ruby season of the last 

year (1970-71) ♦ The technical guidance is also being 

given by the Agricultural Extension Officer and V.l.Ws.

Another important aspect of scientific method 

of cultivation is the supply of improved implements« 

22 Iron ploughs (Bose super ploughs) were supplied in 

the Polavaram block to the tribal farmers of the three 

circles (Korutur, Tutigunta, and Vin jarom) during the 

last tfear (1970-71X 3 sprayers were also distributed 

among the tribals of the 4 villages during the year 

1970-71, in this block# 2 Water Engines wore also 

supplied to the tribals of this block.

Bxramar and Endrino pesticides are the most 

popular in this area 14% Kgs. of Panamar, Sndrine, 

10$, and I)*D.T. 50$ are supplied to the formers 

(Tribal) in this block to control plant diseases,

Improved seeds, chemical fertilisers, imprawM 

implements and impx’oved pesticides supi>lied to the 

tribal farmers is given in tho following tabic,
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W3L.0 IT0.40

H.CTR0V5T) VARI2I3S SUPPLIED 10 
feiBAh' >AhhW 'W

_______________________ 1970-71_______________
S.ito. R3HS ?{ F* iten Quantity
Q•JW• supplied♦ * v

1. Seeds:-
a) T.R.8
b) jagannadha
c) I.H.4
d) Bmkaj
e) S*L.0*15
f) 0.52.82
gi KaisefGangaJ
h) Sona (Wheat;
i) 0.2 (Ghillies)
J) Vlr£onia(tobacco)

440 Kgs
95 Kgs

465 Kgs
200 Kgs
150 Kgs
150 Kgs
32 Kgs
10 Kgs
16 Kgs
22 Kgs

2. fertilizers: -
a)
b)
o)

AJfimonium Sulphate 
Woa
C.A.H.

15*7 Tonnes
26*0 Quintals
9.0 Quintals

3. Agricultural Implementst-
a) Iron ploughs(Bose super

plan Jis)
b) Sprayers and Busters
c) Oil Engines

4« Pesticides:-
Paramar> Bndrine, B.H.C.
10£t and D<D#Tt 50^

22 Kos

3 Hos
2 lies

146.5 Kgs#

Though those programmes have been adopted in

those village; tho benificiaries from Konda noddy tribe 

in these four villages are only four persons* The rain 

reason for this is their financial instability to 

adopted them.
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Retails sowcars, D.R.Depots, Shandies,Whole* 

sale dealers ore the existing marketing facilities in 

the area. But retail Bowcars can be said as monopsonists. 

In all the villages some of the Agricultural produce is 

being sold to the native cunSumers directly by the 

producers. Commodieties such as Jowar, pady are sold 

directly to the consumer. Sometimes these commodiety are 

exchanged on barter.

At times some tribal elite In the village pur

chase tho accomodities from the villagers and sell them 

to the non-tribal traders in tho shandy at a little 

higher price. The tribal farmers who are all not con

versant with weights and measures and tactics of trade, 

who do not have sufffcient man power to transport the 

entire commodity to the shandy and who want to realise 

the entire contingency, often prefer to sell away or 

barter the commodity to middlemen within the village 

itself. It is obvious that he realises a very low price 

for his goods.

There is one Cooperative Marketing Society 

in Tolavaram. The marketing activities of this society 

have become defunct# So at present the only organisa

tion that is function is the GiriJon Cooperative Corpora* 

tion, which purchases both agricultural and forest 

produce from the tribal people at moderate prices.

Wider this Girl Jan Cooperative Corporation, there are 

two branches,one is at Tutigunta and another one is at 
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at Korutur. During 1970-71 no tribal (Konda Reddi) of 

these four villages is reported to have sold his commodity 

to this Girijan Corporation.

Hon-tribal traders only act as whole sale 

dealers in most of the agricultural commodities of this 

area. Often the trader goes to these tribal village 

and purchase the commodities on the spot at the prevail

ing prices in the shandy and takes the responsibility of 

transporting the commodity. Sometimes the tribal people 

could not wait for the visit of the trader and so trans

port the commodity to the shandy for sale* Thus the 

trader alone has been responsible in arranging the trans

portation of the entire commodity purchased by him 

directly or in the weekly shandy to the nearby town viz., 

Bolavaram. The relations between the trader and the 

tribal seller are such that u seller prefers to sell 

away the entire produce always to the sane trader, and 

never likes to approach another trader. The cause for 

this is that often the trader offers some incentives like 

free supply of cigars or tobacco leaf, or a few paise 

over and above the actual value payable to the seller. 

Besides, the trader maintains one middleman in the 

village who directs the sellers in the village to the 

trader and advises the trader to visit the village 

Whenever a large quantity of any commodity is ready for 

sale. The relations between the trader and the seller
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are cementod by the incentives offered by the trader and 

the agent of the trader* Thus, Generally the relations 

between them are so harmonious that they prefer to purchase 

Gold and sold ornaments also only through these traders*

In Tutigunta village 145*5 Quintals of paddy is 

sold directly to the lion-tribal trader, with the value of 

Rs.7,250 Rs.61.5 and 113.5 Quintals of paddy in Tekur and 

Cheeduru villages are also sold to the non-tribal trader 

and its values are Rs.2,450 end fe.4,520. 14 Quintals, 2.2 

and 9.0 quintals of Jowar is also sold to the non-tribal 

trader with the values of Ps.7OO/-, Pj.125/- and fc.4507- 

in Tutigunta, Tekur and Cheeduru villages respectively. 

0.6 quintal of Rodgram with the value of Rs.80 in Tutigunta 

and 0.35 quintals of Redgrain with the costs of ft.50/- in 

Tokura is also sold to the non-tribol trader directly. 

Whereas in Tanalakunta village the total output of paddy 

and jowar is completely used for consumption purposes. 

So they do not sold their produce either to the G.C.C. or 

to tho non-tribol traders. Blackgram is cultivated only 

in Cheeduru village* In tills village 1.6 quintals of 

Blackgram with tho cost of Rs.230/- is sold te the non- 

tribal traders. 0.24, 1.4 and 5.55 quintals of Greengram 

with the values of Rs. 30/-, Rs. 150/- and Rs.650/- in Tuti

gunta, Tekur and Cheeduru villages is sold directly te 

tho non-tribal traders. Whereas in Tanalakunta this 

crop is not grown, one quintal of Hersegraa with its 

cost of Rs. 90/- in Tutigunta, 4.75 quintals with Rs.450/- 
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in Tekur, 12.5 quintals of Horsegram vzith the value of 

Rs. 1200/- in Tanalakunta me sold to the non-tribal traders. 

In Cheduru horsegram crop is not grown. Corriandrum is 

grown only in Tutigunta village. 1.8 quintals of 

corriandrum vzith the cost of Es.216/- is sold to the non

tribal trader in Tutigunta village. 8.45, 0.5, 6.6 and 

0.75 quintals of chillies vzith its values to.3000/*, 

Rs.220/*, Fs.2400/- and Rs.280/- in Tutigunta, Tekur , Cheeduru 

and Tanalakunta villages respectively is sold to the 

non-tribal traders. Tobacco (V&rjeenia) is grown only 

in Tutigunta village. In thio villac 6.2 quintals of 

Tobacco with the rate of lb. 2225/- is sold directly te the 

non-tribal traders. The following table shows tho Marketing 

of various Agricultural Produces.

TASKS NO.41

Crop. Tutigunta___ __?«kur_ Cheeduru Tanalakunta
Qty. Price Qty. Price Qty. Price Qty. Price

Jowar „14 Rs.700 2.2 Rs. 125 9*0 Rs.450 • .
Quintals Qtls » Qtls »

Paddy 145.5 Es.725O 61,5 Rs.2450 113. 3 Rs.4520 ..
Redgoam 0.6 Rs.80 0.35* Rs.50 * • • ♦ • • ••
Blackgram * n ♦ • « ♦ • • 1.6 fc.230 • * • •
Greengram 0.24 Rs,30 1 #4 Rs. 150 5.55 fc.65O • • * •
Horsogram 1.0 Rs.9O 4.75 Rs.450 • • • ♦ 12.5 Rs.1200
Corriandrum 1.8 Fs.216 • • « • ♦ * • • • •
Chillies 8.45 fe.3000 0.50 Rs. 220 6,6 Rs. 2400 0.75 fc.280
Tobacco 6.2 Rs. 2225 • • ♦ * * ♦ * • . • •

«• «• W ** «. •. *•» <w *<*«»«* W
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These are the various economic aspects with 

which the Konda Reddy tribals are entangled. There are 

no other cottage or snail scale industries being under

taken by then. The economic benefits from the cattle 

products is absent to then# Though they are engaged in 

rearing of poultry birds and sheep$ none of them ore 

dcpphStlngg upon them.

C.OOO



OHAPTER-^VI

collusions - BEVELOHffiKT PRIORITIES - 
SUGGESTIONS

Tn foregoing chapters, various aspects of 

economic as well os Social life of Konda Reddy tribe 

have been discussed in detail* Basing on that empirical 

study, the following conclusions are drawn. Traditional 

Konda Reddis were shifting cultivators. But marked 

changes have been noticed in every aspect of life in 

general and economic life in particular.

Land is the main source of livelihood for 

Konda Reddis. Most of them are settled cultivators. 

There has been a shift from shifting cultivation to 

settled agriculture for various reasons. Better income 

opportunities and estention of reserve forests are the 

major pull and push factors for this shift. The main 

occupation porsured by majority of landless Konda Reddis 

is agricultural labour mostly casual. But attached 

labour too prevail. Forest labour is also being persued 

as main source of livelihood but number of dependents 

in Konda Reddy tribe are very less.

Almost all the Konda Reddis will be persuing 

some other occupation during the periodical gape arising 

in their main occupations. The major sources of subsi

diary income to Konda Reddis is through hiring of their 
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labour in agricultural operations and forest labour works 

Shifting cultivation is also being practiced by some 

settled cultivators to add to their agricultural incomes. 

TJinor Forest Products collected by Konda Reddis for 

marketing purposes is negligable.

Generally there will not be any migrations 

associated with their occupations. Host of the rituals 

and festivals practiced by them are connected with 

agriculture.

The debt position of Konda Reddis’ is 

awafully meagre. Except for their occupational expen

ditures they are approaching money lenders, both tribal 

and non-tribal for all the other purposes who are charg

ing as much as 1000 rate of interest and nearly ?5% 

of their marketable surplus is going for the redemption 

of debts«

The land in the possession of Konda Reddis 

generally range between 1 to 10 acres and few have re

gistered more than 15 acres. But due to their financial 

instability, they lease out most of their lands for 

very low rates i.e. Ks.5O to Es.150 per acre.

Though they are facing so many difficulties to 

continue Podu, it is still under practice, But there is 

a lot of shift to settled cultivation. Strictly, from 
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an economic point of there are incurring losses in podu 

cultivation. But Konda Reddis are unaware of the cost of 

cultivation principle and further, most of the operations 

are being done with family labour only. So, as they don’t 

feel the burden of paying for labour, they assume all the 

output ia an income. Even in the case of settled culti

vation, the incomes ore not so high. The reasons for 

this are mainly the dependence of crops on rains which are 

uneven and traditional methods of cultivation. With the 

initiation of Block people there is a little transforma

tion towards new strategies of agriculture. The major 

crop® grown both on podu as well as on plain lands ia 

jowar. Paddy is also being raised by significant number 

of Konda Reddis. The common pulses grown are Redgram, 

Horsegram and Blackgram. But the yields ore very law in 

respect of all the crops.

They are being robbed by the menopsonistic 

purchases by private merchants who offer very lew prices 

for their agricultural products. Most of them ore ignorant 

of institutional marketing agencies like Girijan Cooperative 

Corporation, Cooperative Marketing Society etc.

Haintahancc of livestock is a big problem of 

Konda Reddis. They are not having proper grazing fields 

and no proper veternary facilities. Hone are showing 

positive attitude towards artificial insemination.
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Ilinor Forest Produce collections of Konda Reddis 

mainly consist of firewood. But incomes from the ll.F.P. 

sales is not much.

The major sources of income of Konda Reddis 

on agriculture, forest labour and agricultural labour. 

Though they appear to have been engaged in some fcork or 

other throughout the incomes received are not at all 

sufficient to lead oven a simple life with adequate food, 

clothing and shulter. They are always less than the 

average expenditures. But one significant thing to note 

is that they even forgo food for the sake of liquor. 

With effect they starve for nearly a couple of months 

in a year.

This is the position of Konda Reddis in 

brief.

DETCGOF.MT PRIORITIES1
/

It will be just like burning the candle at 

both ends if the vast amounts are incurred on any community 

for their upliftment without taking the aspirations and 

attitudes of such .

following are the results of such survey among

the 100 households of Konda Reddy tribe in Polavarora block.



TABLE ITO.42
BEVEL0K1EI1T PRIORITIES

Agricul
ture.

Auicax
Husbandry Education Medical &

Housing Transport Cooperation Total

TTJTIOTIJTA

I Priority 22 • • 6 2 4 4 38
II Priority 5 8 2 8 2 13 38
IH Priority 2 5 8 11 9 3 38

TEKUH
I Priority 9 • * • • 1 3 6 19
II Priority 2 1 «• 2 4 10 19
£11 Priority • ♦ 3 1 4 7 4 19
CHSEOTRH
I Priority 8 • • 6 3 1 12 30
II Priority 2 • • 13 4 8 3 30
III Priority 4 8 1 5 11 1. 30
TAmAWITA
I Priority 7 • ♦ 2 • • • • 4 13
II Priority 1 2 1 4 5 13
HI Priority • * 3 4 5 1 • • 13
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A person on death bed out of hunger never pre

fers gold or pearls instead of a plate of meal# likewise, 

the tribals in particular Konda Reddis who are at far 

less than the subsistence level mostly prefered agricul

ture (46$) to the other alternatives vis., animal husban

dry, education, medical and housing, transport and coope

ratives in all the three out of four villages# Only in 

Cheeduru, the Konda Reddis who mostly possess land but 

unable to cultivate it due to their financial instability 

pref ©rod (40$) for cooperatives out of which they except 

some financial assistance to improve their agriculture.

The immediate priority in the four villages 

(except Cheeduru) is for cooperatives(31$), the cause 

being tho same as already mentioned# But in Cheeduru, 

the heads of households are very careful of the future 

of their children which forced them to prefer education

Asked about their next choice, response among 

28 out of 100 households in all the villages was for 

better transport facilities which reveals their apti

tude for links in various matters with other tribals and 

plains residing at different parts# But medical and 

housing was not totally left in their third preference. 

As many as 25$ besides transport in all the four village 

have prefered it maximum being from Tutigunta (30$) who 

are well experienced with diseases like Malaria, Fileria 

etc. Animal Husbandry has almost been neglected except 

19$ as III priority.
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For a glance, preferences in the aforesaid 

major fields "by the 100 households of Konda Reddy Tribe 

are given below:

Agriculture Animal 
Husbandry

Education Medical Trans* Coope-
& Hous- port rative

I priority 46 •* 14 6 8 26

II Priority 10 9 17 15 18 31
III Priority 6 19 14 25 28 8

Nov; lot us see at the most essential needs of

Konda Reddis in various villages anong these major fields •

AGRIOTOTORBl

As many as 47 out of 100 households showed their 

anxiety towards possession of land at first* Uostly, they 

were either agriculturists practicing podu previously ar 

agricultural labourers* The recent legislations limited 

the podu to almost out of existonco, which made shifting 

cultivators to persue labour work. Even the plain lands 

possessed by some Konda Reddis are not surveyed. So the 

natural preference will be for land with record of righto 

confirmed. But in Cheeduru as earlier mentioned the need 

is mostly financial 480 in that particular village have 

profored agricultural loans.

The second choice among 320 ef 100 households 

was for agriculture loans. The people in these villages 

are very much crushed in the threshholds of money lenders 

Who charge high rates of interest ranging between 25 to 

50 in matters of each and 1000 in case ef debts in kind.
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In every village, more than 30$ ©f the people are seeking 

for agricultural loans.

Irrigation has been given due consideration in 

every village. In Tutigunta, 50$ of the people prefered 

irrigation in third order of preference* 49$ of Tanoka- 

kuntu people’s choice ms also towards irrigation* Even 

in Oheeduru and Tekur, 1/3 are anxious to have better 

irrigation facilities most of the remaining have already 

given their need for irrigation as second alternatives 

of I and II preferences in these two villages. On the 

whole, 42 out of 100 households have mentioned their 

quest for Irrigation facilities. There are practically 

no irrigation facilities at all in any of the villages. 

All the crops are rain fed which are well exposed to 

adversities of nature.

AMMA1 HUSBANDRY:

With regards to preference in the major fields, 

Animal Husbandry ms almost neglected Sven in the II 

priority. But this does not mean that they don’t want 

anything within the circle of animal husbandry.

In all tho four villages (except in Oheeduru), 

the I, II and III preferences were towards Milch cattle 

(38$) Breeding bulls (34$) and Poultry (30$) respectively. 

As a seoond preference in the II priority 31$ of the 

households are very cautions about the hygine of their



TABLE IT0.43 
A G R I d V L ¥ URE

Land Blough Ferti- Agr.im- Irriga- Agr.
bullock c,ecae Users pl orients tion. latas. Total 

and 
pesti
cides •

TUTIGOTTA
I priority 21 • • ♦• «• • • 10 7 38
IlPriority 7 -. 10 4 • • • • 4 13 38
IllPriority.. w 7 2 3 19 6 38

TEKUR
I priority 9 • • ♦ • • • • • 2 8 19
IlPriority 2 2 1 • • • • 5 9 19
IllPriority 1 4 6 1, • • 6 • ♦ 19

OHEEOTRU
T Priority 7 « * • • 9 14 30
IlPriority 11 6 3 • * ♦ • 6 4 30
IllPriority.. 8 2 8 2 11 1 30
taitalakunta
I priority 9 1 ♦ • • • • • • • 3 13
IlPriority .. 1 3 • • • • 2 6 13
IllPriority.. 2 1 • • • • 6 4 13

TABLE 110.44
ATOIAL HUSBANDRY.

Milch Breeding Sheep & Supply Poul- Vet* Arti-
cattle bulls & Rams of pigs try ser- ficial

buffaloes & boar- vice inse- x
ds • ruina

tion.

TUTIGUNTA 
I Priority 
IlPfiority 
IllPriority
TEKUR
I Priority 
IlPriority 
IHPriority
CHEEDURU
I Priority 
IlPriority 
XXIPrlority
TANALAKUNTA 
I Priority 
apriority 
IXlPrierlty

16 2
2 9
1 11

8 1
2 5
1 8

8 6
2 13
11 9

6 2
1, 9
• • 1

• • 5 13 2 38
♦« 2 21 4 38
• • 18 2 4 38

• • 4 6 • • 19• ♦ 1 £ 9 2 19• • 6 2 2 19

• • 3 11 1 30• ♦ 6 • • 5 30• • 2 7 • • 30

• ♦ • • 5 # ♦ 15♦ • 2 
■» 1 • < 13• • 4 6 2 13



TABLE HO.45

BDBOATIOn

Primary 
school

Secondary Junior Ashram Ashram Hostel Read- Tra- Tri-
school colle- school upper ing & ined bal 

dress tea- tea
mat eri-chers chers

ge. primary

TUTIGUNTA ■
I priority • 4 7 6 • • 23 • 4 4 4 2 4 4
II Priority • 4 8 4 • • 7 2 4 11 2
III Priority • * 18 9 1 2 4 4 5 • 4 3

tekur

I Priority ♦ • 8 4 • • • • 4 4 3 3S 1
II Priority ♦ 4 5 9 4 4 4 4 4 1 a 4 4 4
III Priority 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 4 5 8 1 2

CHBEDURU

I priority 7 • • • • 18 4 4 4 4 4 1 4 4
II Priority 9 * • • • 4 4 14 4 4 4 4 3 4
III Priority 2 16 1 4 2 2 4 4 1 2

TANALAKUNTA

I Priority 4 • • «• 9 4 • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
II Priority 7 «« 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 4 3 4 4
III Priority • 4 1 4 4 1 8 4 4 1 1 1
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cattle. But in Cheeduru village, the first preference is 

towards veternary services, nearly over 80$ in all the 

four villages did not at all showed any attitude towards 

sheeps and rams and artificial inseminations and supply 

of pigs and boars at any of the three levels of priority.

EDUCATION
Education has been given due preference and are 

the people among Konda Heddy tribe are very meh precarious 

about the future of their children • Though they could not 

educated their children as doctors or engineer?, they are 

very much interested to use the educational facilities 

provided by government freely in many forms as ashram 

schools etc.

There io Ashram primary School in Tutigunta 

and Ashram Upper irimry School at Tekur which provides 

facilities of food, shelter and clothing for the children 

of tho village. So the first, second and third priorities 

were towards Ashram Uppei' Primary school, trained teachers 

and secondary school respectively in Tutigunta village 

and in Tekur, these ore in the order of secondary school, 

. Junior Colleges and reading material for grown up*

m the other two villages, Cheeduru and 

Tamlakunta, there ore not even atleast primary schools. 

Naturally, the preferences in these two villages t 

the respect of Ashram primary school and Ashram Upper 

Primary school and training teachers. There are 82#, 

71$ and 60$ respectively.



TABLE NO.45

EBPCAT I OH

Primary
school

Secondary Junior Ashram Asliram Hostel Read- Tra- Tri-
school colle- school upper ing & ined bal 

dress tea- tea- 
materi-chers chers.

- al-------- - - - -

ge. primary

TUTIGU11TA

I Priority • • 7 6 • • 23 • • • • 2 • •
II Priority • • 8 4 • • 7 2 4 11 2
III Priority • • 18 9 1 2 • • 5 • • 3

TMUR

I Priority • • 8 4 * • • • • • 3 » 1

II Priority • • 5 9 • • • • 4 1 • • • •

III Priority • • 2 1 • • ♦ • 5 8 1 2

CHEEDURU

I priority 7 • t • • 18 4 « • • • 1 • •
II Priority 9 ♦ # • • • • U • • • • 3 4
III Priority 2 16 1 4 2 2 • 4 1 2

TANALAKUNTA

I priority 4 • • ♦ • 9 • • ♦ • • • • • • •
II Priority 7 • • • • 2 1 • • • 4 3 • •
III Priority • • 1 • • 1 8 • • 1 1 1
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Tho people in all these villages are mostly 

not bothered with regards to tribal teachers. They are 

well satisfied with the good teachers wheather it be from 

their own tribe or other*

MEDICAL AND HOUSING!

First of all the people of Tutigunta, Tekur 

and Oheeduru which lie on the westren side of the River 

Godavari are mostly exposed to the floods which takes 

away all their hard suffered constructions and leaves 

them to construct new houses even by foregoing food. 

This regular experience have forced them to prefer 

housing first in all these three villages. It is 50$ 

in Tutigunta, 63# in Tekur and 56# in Choeduru. But in 

Tanalakunta village who ore to go to long distiinces for 

water have prefored for drinking as a first priority.

The second priority in Tutigunta and Tekur is 

towards Primary health cen res which can at least look 

after the minor hygenic probions. 40# in these respec

tive villages have prefered Primary Health Centre. But 

in 4»hese Oheeduru and Tanalahunfc 40# and 60# of the 

households respectively are looking for hospital with 

beds.

But the third priority had been the same 

in Tutigunta and Tekur. Hospital with beds was the 

thrid priority chosen by 50# of 53 households ef 

Tutigunta, 40# of 19 households in Tekur. In Oheeduru, 

48# of 30 households have prefered land coleniaatien 

schemes while in Tanalakunta, dispensaries were asked by



TABLE 110.46

UEDICAL AND HOUSING

Housing ^.C.S* P.H<C. Hospital 
with beds

K.L1.U Dispa* 
usuries

Drin

wells
P.W.SB

TUTIGUNTA

I Priority 19 2 7 6 • • 4 • • • •
II Priority 7 6 16 9 •« 1 2 1
III Priority 1 9 3 12 9 3 1 • •
OTTJR

I Priority 12 • • 6 • • • • 1 • • • •
II Priority 1 4 8 3 1 2 • • • •
III Priority • • 3 1 8 2 3 1 1
CHEEDURU

I Priority 22 * • 2 3 1 2 • • • •
II Priority ♦ • 1 8 12 2 1 • • • •
III Priority 2 14 6 2 4 1 2 3

TANALAKUNTA

I Priority 3 ♦ • 2 2 • • « • 6 ♦ •
II Priority 1 2 1 7 ♦ • • • • 4 2.
III Priority • • 1 3 « * 2 4 • • 3
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30# of 11 households •

COMMUNICATION ARD TRANSPORT t

Over 80# of the studied households in Tutigunta, 

Tekur and Cheeduru had immediately responded for roads 

vzhich hove no any roads links v/ith other villages for 

transport purposes# The next urgent necessary of these 

villages is for bus# Post Office being the third pre

ference have been given due consideration in Tutigunta 

(40%) but in Tekur and Cheeduru, 52% and 30# of the stu

died households are for the improvement of boat facilities#

In Tanalakunta, bus lias been prefered by over 

60# of the 11 households and next 70# arc very much in

terested in Postal facilities. Rood links with different 

villages was thought of better next to postal facilities#

COOPSRATIONt Mansy households in these villages are 

unaware of the fruits of cooperation. Many of them had 

even v/ent to the extent of suspecting the very existance 

of assistance provided by cooperatives in various fields, 

in Tutigunta village people are well attached to coopera

tive credit society and 1MUsales depot# After careful 

explanation in other villages theat results are as follows:

Among 100 households, 29#, 27#, and 34% have 

prepared cooperative multipurpose society, ftirijan Coopera

tive Society, D<R.3ales dept and Barest Cooperatives 

respectively in the order of priority. 27% ef the house- 

holds have preferred credit societies as ix preference in 

I priority ♦



TABLE NO.43 
ocemuhication & transport

Roads Post Office Bus Railway
TUTIGUNTA
I Priority 50 2 6
II priority 2 12 18III Priority • • 16 19 r
tekur
I priority 11 3 5II Priority 6 2 11
III Priority • • ft 2 •«
OHEEDURU
I Priority 22 1 6
II Priority 2 11 15^III Priority 1 19 • • • •
TANALAKUNTA
I Priority 5 1 7II Priority 1 8 1 r
III Priority 5 2 3 5

Boat Total

• • 38
6 38
2 38

• • 19
• • 19
12 19

1 30
2 30
10 30

• « 13
• • 13
• • 1>

TABLE NO.43 
o cHTHHE H i o n

0.0*8 G.C.C. g»c.m.s. Forest 
cooperatives

0 .1’.Society*

HuTIGUNTA
I Priority 4 • • 17 • •, 4II Priority 6 6 4 4 2 16III Priority 2 3 6 2 18 1 u

7
TEKUR
I Priority 12 2 • ♦ • • 1 AII Priority 1 4 4 •« 9 e
III Priority * ♦ 12 3 • • 1 P

OHEEDURU
I priority 6 10 • • • • 2
II priority 14 7 1 3 4 1
III Priority 2 12 7 1 8 1

TANALAKUNTA
I Priority 6 2 4 • • 1
II Priority 1 • • • • • • 3 * • QIII Priority 1 3 1 7 1
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But, even when the households taken separately 

according to village-wise diffiferent types of cooperative 

institutions are prefered. In Tutigunta, Girijan Coopera

tive marketing society has "been asked by 46$ of the house

holds studied. The reason for this being that whatever 

the marketable surplus left with the producers have been 

purchased by the private traders at a very low rates which 

donot satisfy even half of the requirements other than 

food. The II and III priority in this village are mostly 

for Cooperative Multipurpose Society and Boldest Cooperatives 

(48$) respectively. With regard to cooperative credit society 

and D,R.Soles depot, they are already having them but as 

a second preferences in the II and III priorities respec

tively, they have asked for improving then.

In Tekur the first preference extended towards 

cooperative credit society for financial assistance in 

their occupational needs. Forest Cooperatives have been 

preferred by 43$ among 19. D.R.Salos depot wm won the 

oponions of 63$ of the households in the HI priority.

But, 45$, 48$, and 45$ have respectively 

preferred cooperative multi-purpose society, cooperative 

credit society and D.R.salcs depot an 1, H and III 

priorities in Choeduru. Hero also, 27* of the households 

gave positive response towards having Forest Cooperatives 

as second preference to TUR.Sales Depot in the Hi priority.

47$, 70$ and. 57$ have preferred Multipurpose 

Society, Forest Cooperatives and D,R.3ales Depot in Tanala- 

Lunta. ®ho above pi'eference reveals how Konda Reddy tribals 

are suffering in various fields.
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S UG G E S T 10 IT St

The problems of low production, inefficient 
cultivation, land concentration, welleconomlc returning, 
lack of sufficient timely credit, suitable agrarian 
pattern and want of effective organisation for marketing 
of agricultural produce are the correlated factors which 
retard the economic advancement of these Konda Reddis,

In light of prevalence of the above implements, 
th© following suggestions are of much importance invirieus 
aspects of life of Konda Reddis«
AGRICULTURES

1) To enhance the worthiness of the tribal 
farmers, the survey and settlement is needed.

2) By implementing the land assignment soheme 
the cultivable waste land can be brought under plough.

3) v/herovor possible, the podu land can be 
reclaimed and the podu cultivators can be settled.

4) Require urgent attention regarding the provi
sion of irrigation facilities, as these are neglected till 
now. There are innumerable irrigation sources which are 
to be tapped. There is much scope for lift irrigation 
system in these areas. If all the resources are tapped a 
considerable sice of land can bo brought under irrigation.
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5) The tradition bound agricultural practices of 

tribals hove to be changed by large scale demonstration and 

pursuasive methods and tho agricultural production could in

creased by improving the fertility of the soil, provision 

of irrigation facility end by using inproved implements and 

fertilisers •

6) The percapita holding of a tribal could be 

increased by increasing tho area under unreserve since the

*" forest area constitutes high percentage.

ANEiAX HUSBANDRY!
Extent ion of vetemiary services to all the 

villages is very essential and the tribals must be properly 

educated regarding the benefits of artificial insemination. 

Encouragement through financial assistance to start poultry 

industries will be of some help,

£ . EIXTCATIOW:

Establishment of primary aiahiwi schools at 

Tanalakunta and Cheeduru is most important, Conducting 

night classes to elders will be a good step town's impro

vement in literacy standards.

medical aiw notmmi
Medical facilities are totally absent in these

I

villages. They are still dependent on nodiol-ial forest 

roots and tubers which are of very little use. So exten

tion of medical facilities are of utmost importance in these 

Villases. Establishment of at least dispensaries is most 

important in all the villages.
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Advances for the construction of at least semi- 

pucca houses is also one thing to be noted and establishment 

of Girijan Housing Cooperatives will be a fine step in this 

direction•

TRANSPORT 1

The most Important need of the tribals living in 

the interior villages like Tutigunta., Tekur and

Cheeduru is for roadlinks between Polevaram and the respec

tive village and start regular bus services. Which will 

baniflaial in many aspects of the inhabitant of these vill

age as bettor marketing facilities, better employment 

opportunities etc.

CGOTISRiTTOHt

1) Humber of Cooperative credit Societies have 

to be opened to cover all the tribal villages.

2) The average loan amount provided per member is 

only Rs. 50/* to R;. 150/* which is not sufficient to meet the 

credit requirements of tribal cultivators. Hence on a large 

scale *he government should provide literal credit facili

ties.
3) Hventhov.gh the business turnover of the 

Agenoy produce cooperative Marketing Society, Ma been shew

ing an upvjard trend, the following suggestions are putferth 

to make the functioning of society more effective.
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a) Uniform distribution of forest rentals 

among all the primary societies is not justified since it 

reduces the purchase price; thereby depriving the tribal 

of better price. Hence the distribution of forest rentals 

should be based on the business turnover of each society.

b) The overall provision made under transporta

tion charges is 5$ which is apportioned as 3:1:1 among 

liinor Forest Produce, Agricultural Produce and Domestic 

Requirements respectively# This appointment is not reali

stic i3ince it is not baged on the quantitive turnover of each 

category of business.

c) The drjnage scales are always mere than the 

actual dryages which ultimately results in reduction ef 

purchase price of any item. Hence the actual dryages only 

should be allowed while arriving at the purchase price of 

each commodity#

io0o:—
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